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New CR/I fitness facility
opens near campus

'Baby Birds' blast
Citadel's 'Bull Pups'
Story, Page 1-B
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NEWS BRIEFS
ATO GARNERS MERIT
AWARD
Every year Alpha Tau
Omega men's fraternity evaluates over 170 chapters nationwide.
This year eight awards were
given nationally in recognition
of true merit and the Eta Zeta
chapter at GSU was one of
them.
Southern's ATO does a program each year working with
High Hope in a big brother
little brother program.
Congratulations ATO on
your true merit award for extraordinary achievement in
scholarship, social service,
public relations, alumni relations and campus and community involvement.

ON-CAMPUS ESCORT
SERVICE AVAILABLE
Uniformed radio equipped
service officers are availabe 6
p.m. to 2 a.m. Sunday through
Friday to accompany students
across campus.
They will walk students
anywhere within the noncommuter zone [which includes
some off-campus apartments].
Service officers are non-certified, but maintain constant
contact with the University
Police.
This service is offered as a
preventative measure to crime.
Instead of walking alone at
night, call the GSU Escort
Service at 681-5234.

FALL SEMESTER OPENS AT
TROUBLED SAVANNAH ART
SCHOOL
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Financial woes hit
Humane Society
By Kim St. Hi la ire
News Editor

Cats and dogs at the Bulloch
County Humane Society are
not receiving vaccinations and
are not being spayed or
neutered due to inadequate
funding.

and the population in this
area, the humane society arrived at a per capita expenditure of 27 cents.
"So therein lies the problem," said Hein. "twenty-seven
cents per capita expended by
city and county government to
deal with what the state has on
the books for laws."

The humane society surveyed 23 cities and counties to
find out how they operate their
shelters and what they are
funded on a per capita basis.

The lack of funding has also
forced Bulloch County Humane
Society to neglect other problems beyond the health of animals. The shelter suffers from
Results revealed an average massive roach infestation,
per capita expenditure of $2.25 overcrowdedness, lack of shade
for the 23 areas.
externally and heating and
Steve Hein, Vice President cooling problems.
of the Bulloch County Humane
"All we are asking for is the
Society, explained, "We then mean or average of our study
looked at the situation in our group which would give us
service area which we deter- $2.25 per our population base,"
mined to be the city of said Hein.
The figure Hein cited as
Statesboro [population 15,854]
and GSU [population esti- necessary in addition to the
funds the shelter is already remated at 14,000]."
By dividing the total funding ceiving was $47,000.

Members of the humane society's board hope they will be
able to work together with the
city and county to get proper
funding.
According to Hein, "The first
thing the students [at GSU]
could do is simply be responsible pet owners."
This includes having pets
spayed and neutered at the
appropriate age and not letting
the animals run loose.
Aside from that, simply
support and be willing to volunteer," said Hein. "If in fact
we get funding to improve
conditions out here we would
welcome some concerned students who could help us
[Bulloch County Humane
Society] improve and do menial
labor."
If the Bulloch County
Humane Society does have to
shut down, efforts would be
made to give the healthy animals away.

How 'bout these dawgs!
All-American tackle. Rex Nottage, takes advantage of the free
food which was given out last week near the Union rotunda. The
Eagles travel to Furman this Saturday. GSU takes on UGA in three
weeks. (Photo by Shannon Henderson)

GSU redefines substance abuse policies
By David tlIHIsstaff Writer

This year GSU students
caught
abusing the university's
SAVANNAH (AP) - Enrolldrug
and
alcohol policies will
ment is up at embattled Savanface
a
strict
and more uniform
nah College of Art and Design,
judicial
board.
However, GSU's
where officials are preparing
current
policy
on the usage of
for an accreditation review.
The fall semester opened drugs and alcohol will remain
Wednesday with 2,500 students unchanged.
"The penalties involving
enrolled, up 200 from last spring
when the nation's largest art GSU students were not unischool was rocked by contro- form," said Dr. Edward
versy as students and faculty Bayens, director of judicial affairs at GSU. "The penalties
pressed for a stronger voice.
"We are going on as usual," regarding the policy have been
said school spokeswoman Beth redefined."
Whereas last year, the
Eckard Wednesday. "SCAD
continues to get better and penalties handed by the RHJB
better and we will continue to (Residential Hall Judicial
provide students with the best Board), the University Judicial
Board, the hearing officers,
quality education."
and the judicial officer at GSU
"The students are extremely
varied according to the circumpositive," said Bob Merrihew,
stances involved, this year the
director of the school's student
penalties will be defined the
organizations. "People realize
that the thing in the spring was same for all students, regardless of where the student is rea lack of communication."
The school's Student Leadership Council has been expanded and its first meeting is
Friday. Merrihew said a retreat
for council members is planned
By Doug Gross
Editor
for this fall.
"We are going to put some
Campus radio station
closure to the events of the
WVGS, located at 91.9 on the
spring. EVCery issue that was
F.M. dial, will make an unbrought up in the spring has an
precedented move to a 24-hour
answer," Merrihew said.
a day format this quarter.
In addition, a faculty senAccording to station manate was organized last spring
ager Jayson Luber, the into give professors an avenue to
crease from a 7 a.m. to 3 a.m.
voice concerns and communischedule was intended to incate with the admnistration.
crease the station's visibility
Bylaws for the senate were
on campus and provide a
being drawn up, Ms. Eckard
greater service to listeners.
said.
"In order to get noticed and
for us to go forward, we
"QUILT DAYS" TO BE HELD
needed to go 24-hours," Luber
As part of the Georgia Quilt
said. "There are a lot of people
Project, "Quilt History Days"
out
there who think we're just
will be held on October 2 & 3
some
... crappy college radio
from 10 a.m. to 3:30 at the
station,
and that's just not
Statesboro Regional Library.
true."
Participants are urged to
Many of the station's lisbring their quilts, old and new,
teners
had also mentioned a
to be registered and photodesire
for
WVGS to continue
graphed at no charge. Free quilt
broadcasting
throughout the
care information and Heritage
night,
said
Luber.
quilt labels will be given to each
Station management had
participant.
originally
planned on using
For more information conpre-recorded
six-hour long
tact Charlotte Bates at 489high-fidelity VCR. tapes for
4568.

siding or where caught.^
According to Bayens, in
most cases the first violation
will involve being placed on
disciplinary probation for 3
months, completing 10 hours of
community service on the GSU
campus, and taking a one-hour
alcoholic educational seminar
on the effects of alcohol on the
human body.
After the second violation,
students will also be required
to complete a substance abuse
evaluation at Vista out-patient
services.
In most cases, Vista will not
only involve asking questions
and doing tests to determine if
the student has a problem with
substance abuse; the program
may include in-patient and
out-patient treatment, participation in on-campus Alcoholics
Anonymous (AA) groups, individual or group counseling, or
the taking of the drug
Antabuse, which causes the
taker to become extremely

nauseated .after- drinking any *
alcoholic beverage.
According to Bayens, no
students at GSU were convicted of any violations beyond
the second one during the
1991-92 school year.
"This does not mean that we
will be reluctant to carry out
the third violation, if necessary," he said.
GSU students should also
keep in mind that, while the
university's policy will be implemented to students caught
on campus, in some circumstances the penalties may be
implemented to student violators off-campus, according to
the circumstances involved.
"The excessive usage of alcohol concerning GSU students
is a major concern," said
Bayens. "But this problem at
GSU is no worse than that being faced by any other universities of our size. The problem
is typical, as in most all universities in Georgia."

University Policy on Alcohol
and Drugs:
First violation - If a student is not currently on
disciplinary probation, he/she will be placed on disciplinary
probation for a specific period of time, will be required to
complete a specific number of community service hours by a
specific date, and will be required to attend an alcohol
education seminar.
Second violation - If a student is not currently on
disciplinary probation, he/she will be placed on disciplinary
probation for a specific period of time and will be required to
complete a specific number of community service hours by a
specific date. In addition, the student will be required to
complete a substance abuse evaluation at Vista Out-patient
Services (or a comparable facility). His/her continued
enrollment at Georgia Southern University will be
contingent upon him/her following the recommendations
from Vista. The cost of the evaluation will be the
responsibility of the student.
Third violation - Any student found in violation of the
University's alcohol/drug policy for a third time (regardless
of the time elapsed between violations) will be suspended
from Georgia Southern University for a minimum of one
quarter. Additional requirements pertaining to substance
abuse issues may also be a condition for readmission.

WVGS expands to twenty-four hour format

Dave Williams will be one of the d.j.s keeping WVGS going non-stop this year. (Photo by Jesse Stribling)
overnight programming, but
according to F.C.C. (Federal
Communication
Commission) rules there
must be someone manning
the
station
during
broadcasting hours.
"We can't be on without
someone in the station," Luber
said. "We figured if someone
going to be there anyway, they

might as well be playing music."
The result was the creation
of a new 3 to 7 shift, which is
double the length of the usual
2-hour time slots. Luber said
response to the move by disk
jockeys at the fall quarter
meeting was positive, with all
seven late-night slots being
filled immediately.

"It's mostly the new d.j's
[filling the late shifts]," Luber
said. "We haven't had any
problems yet, and I'm hoping
we won't. Hopefully the kids
won't get burned out.
"People should definitely be
thankful and appreciative of
these guys who are staying up
for them."
Another innovation at

WVGS this quarter is what
Luber
describes
as
"Information Wednesday,"
an afternoon of programming
which varies from the station's typical all-music format.
At 3 p.m. every Wednesday
will
be
a
Black
Awareness/Reggae show, followed at 4 p.m. by news, sports
and music programming
from a GSU radio production
class.
From 6-7 p.m. is the return
of "The Controversial Mike
Bailey Talk Show," which
deals with a wide variety of
topics concerning college students.
"It gets people talking and
brings out the issues that need
to get out," Luber said.
Also underway at WVGS
this quarter is preparation for
the station's first-ever entry
in the Homecoming parade,
in which they plan to enter a
float featuring a live performance by former Statesboro
band Me'An Mills.
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GSU Division of Public Safety

•Janet R. McMillian, of
LaGrange, Ga, and Carol C.
Hallman, of Claxton, were
involved in an accident in the
Landrum Center parking lot
causing slight damage to both
vehicles.

September 17,1992
•Nathan T. Stumpe, 19, of
306 Veazey Hall, was arrested
and charged with minor in
possession / consumption of
alcohol.
•Bogin J. White, 18, of 1307 September 15,1992
•Christopher G. Harrison,
Dorman Hall, was arrested
and charged with minor in 20, of In The Pines, was
possession / consumption of arrested and charged with
pedestrian
under
the
alcohol.
influence.
•Tom F. Holmberg, of
•Thomas Bustle Jr., 28, of
Veazey Hall, reported his
Rt
9, was charged with
Huffy bicycle was missing
driving
with an expired
from Veazey Hall.
license.
•Eric S. Brandon, of S.
•Fred W. Hart, 25, of
Main St., reported that
someone bumped into him as Chandler Rd, was arrested
charged
with
he was walking down and
Georgia Avenue. Later, he misdemeanor obstruction.
•Tygh A. Brogdon, 21, of
noticed his checkbook was
missing from his back Fair Rd, was arrested and
charged with misdemeanor
pocket.
•Stephanie Roberts, of obstruction.
Norcross, Ga, and Gina September 14,1992
Morris, of Carrolton,
Ga,
•Kantrese Young, 19, of
were involved in an accident
Thompson, Ga, was arrested
in Olliff Hall parking lot.
and charged with making an
Moderate damage was done to
improper U-turn, no proof of
both vehicles.
insurance, and no license.
September 16,1992
•Mihako Ikedo, 25, of
Winburn
Hall was charged
•Stephen M. Franklin, 24,
of 321 Savannah Avenue, was with having an expired tag.
•Tony Raymond, of 4-H
arrested and charged with
Morris Heights, was arrested
DUI and no driver's license.
•Lester C. Dunaway, 25, of and charged with no proof of
Metter, was arrested and insurance and a violation of
charged with driving with a the noise ordinance.
•Joseph S. Davis, of
suspended license and no
Dorman Hall, reported a
proof of insurance.
•Dr.
Keith
Hickman Schwinn bicycle was missing
reported a Panasonic VCR from Hanner Gym.
•Steven D. Garrish and
was missing from room 113
John J. Beasley were involved
in the Carruth Building.
•David W. Seaman, of in an accident in the Hollis
Pembroke, GA, reported parking lot causing slight
someone entered his vehicle damage to both vehicles.
•Zsatinique S.
Kelly
while parked in the Newton
reported
someone
hit
her
parking lot and took a
vehicle
in
the
Landrum
parking permit.

Commuter parking lot and
left the scene causing
moderate damage to her
vehicle.
September 13,1992
•Raymond A. Frame, 20,
of Orlando, was arr ested and
charged with DUI.
September 12,1992
•Ernest L. Garmon, 40, of
Gillsville, Ga, was charged
with operating a vehicle
without a license plate.
•Todd A. Bandy, 20, of
Campus Courtyard, was
arrested and charged with
minor in possession /
consumption of alcohol.

Statesboro Police Department
September 18,1992
•Jonathan Michael Fuller,
22, of Conyers, Ga,
was
arrested and charged with
DUI during a license check.
•John David Gibb, 23, of
Buford, Ga, was arrested and
scharged with DUI after an
officer noticed a vehicle
weaving on the roadway.
Also arrested was Raymond
Andrew Frame, 20, of
Orlando, Fla, who was
charged with possession of
alcohol by an underage
person.
September 17,1992
•John Harvey Kiefer, 20, of
Springfield, Ga, was arrested
and charged with DUI during
a license check.

September 16,1992
•Elsie Huggins reported
that someone stole two dresses
valued at $378 each from
Frills-n-Fancies.
•Derreck
Lee
Duke
reported that someone stole his
radar detector from his car
while parked at
Campus
Courtyard.
•Terry Mack Taylor, 19, of
Augusta, Ga, was arrested
and charged with possession
of alcohol by an underage
person.
•Shawn Patrick Barber, 21,
of Marietta, Ga, was arrested
and charged with pedestrian
under the influence.
•James Alton Smith and
Jason Elliot Rice were
arrested and charged with
possession of alcohol by an
underage person.

September 18,1992
•Becky Portman, of Sussex
Apartments, filed a complaint
of entering an auto. Someone
entered her vehicle taking her
purse.
September 17,1992
•Linda Diane Skinner, 25,
of Statesboro, was arrested
and charged with two counts
of contributing to the
delinquency of a minor.
Skinner was released after
posting a bond of $1000.
•Scott Michael Lane, 22, of
Norcross, Ga, was arrested
during a traffic stop and
charged with speeding, DUIlst offense (.14 grs), and
VGCSAmisdemeanor
possession of marijuana.

September 15,1992
•Richard
Callaway
Sanders, 19, was arrested and
charged with disorderly
conduct (public drunkeness)
at Parker Apartments.
•Michael Fredricks, 20,
was arrested during a traffic
stop and charged with DUI-1st
offense, weaving on the
roadway, and having no
license.
James Lombardo
and Christaopher Kuhlke
were also arrested and
charged with possession of
alclohol by an underage
person.
•Scott Hodges, Christine
Lizaso, and Craig Richmond
were arrested and charged
with possession of alcohol by
an underage person.

Express
TUNE & LUBE

Bulloch County Sherriff's
Department
September 19,1992
•Trip L.N. McGhin, 19, of
St. Marys was arrested and
charged with driving under
the influence (. 13GM%).
McGhin was released after
posting a bond of $800.
•Dion James Roussos, 18,
of Augusta, was arrested and
charged with minor in
possession / consumption of
alcohol.
Roussos was released after
posting a bond of $500.

Maximum
-^-^prolf ctton
against
viscosity
and
thermal
breakdown

OIL, FILTER &
LUBE
$17.95

Our Oil Change Service includes the following:
•Oil Filter *Oil (up to 5 quarts of oil) -Lube Service
(Chasssie Lubed) 'Check & Fill the following Fluids:
■Windshield Washer Fluid 'Radiator Fluid 'Transmission Fluid
•Power Steering Fluid • Brake Fluid
PRICES STATED INCLUDE MOST CARS & LIGHT TRUCKS

489 -4444
Jerry Godbee - Owner
ASE Certified Master Auto Technician
102 N. Zetterower Ave. - No Appointment Necessary

THE GEORGE-ANNE
STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS
The George-Anne is the official student newspaper of Georgia Southern University, owned and operated by GSU
students and utilizing the facilities provided by GSU. The newspaper is the oldest continuously published weekly
newspaper in Bulloch County and Statesboro, Ga. The ideas expressed herein are those of the editor or the
individual authors and do not necessarily represent the views of the Student Media Committee, the administration,
the faculty and staff of Georgia Southern University, or the University System of Georgia. The George-Anne is
published twice weekly during the academic year and three times during summers. Any questions regarding
content should be directed to Doug Gross, editor (681-5246).
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OFFICES, MAIL, PHONES

Tuesday, September 22
• Tom Jones will be playing
in the Union Theatre at 7 p.m.
•There will be an out of
state student reception in the
University Union room 280 at
7 p.m. This will give all out-ofstate students a chance to
meet and mingle.
• Hypnotist Mike Mesmerize
will be performing in the
Union ballroom at 8 p.m.
Wednesday, September 23
•There will be a campus activities fair at the Union.
Organizations and clubs will
be available to provide students with membership criteria.
•Ramona Beshear will be
speaking on "Ecology &
Taxonomy of Thrips" at noon
in the biology building, room
218.
Friday, September 25
•Basic Instinct will be playing in the Union Theatre at 7
p.m. and at 9:30 p.m.
Admission is $1 with student
ID.

Saturday, September 26
•Basic Instinct will again be
playing in the Union Theatre
at 7 p.m. and at 9:30 p.m.

Sunday, September 27
•Far and Away will be
playing in the Union Theatre
at 7 p.m. and at 9:30 p.m.

Room 111, F. I. Williams Center. The George-Anne, Landrum Center Box 8001, Georgia Southern University,
Statesboro, Ga. 30460.912/681-5246 (News) or 912/618-5418 (Advertising)

ADVERTISING INFORMATION

WHAT:

The George-Anne reserves the right to refuse any advertisement. The George-Anne's advertising rates are as
follows:
•Students and student groups:
$2.50 per column inch
•GSU faculty, departments or affiliates:
$3.00 per column inch
•Statesboro area businesses & groups:
$4.50 per column inch*
•National rate
$7.75 per column inch

A meeting for anyone interested in
working for the 1992-93 magazine

•Five inch minimum ad size, otherwise classified display rates ($6.00 per column inch) apply.

DEADU NE: The deadline for reserving space and submitting advertising copy is Noon, one-week prior to the
intended publication date. For more information, rate cards, sample publications, contact: Tricia Morris,
Advertising Manager, ADS, (912) 681-5418; or Bill Neville, Student Publications Coordinator, (912) 681-0069.

WHEN:

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING INFORMATION

Tuesday, September 29
• Jesus of Montreal will be
shown in the Union Theatre
at 7 p.m.

The George-Anne' reserves the right to refuse any advertisement. The George-Anne's classified advertising
rates are as follows:
•Students, student groups, faculty and departments:
Free (25 words or less)
•Others groups or businesses:
10c per word per edition ($2.50 minimum)
•Retail classified display.
$6.00 per column inch)
DEADLINE: The deadline for reserving space and submitting classified advertising copy is Noon, one-week prior
to the intended publication date. Free classified ads from students, faculty and staff must be submitted in writing,
with the name of the sender and local address. No free ads taken via telephone. One free ad per person per week.

Thursday, September 24, 1992
at 5:00pm

WHERE:

CIRCULATION INFORMATION

Wednesday, September 30
•There will be workshops on
choosing a major in the Union,
room 280 at 10 a.m., 1 p.m.
and 3 p.m.
•An icecream social is being
held in Union Ballroom A from
5 p.m. to 6 p.m. for members of
the Minority Advisement
Program.

Subscription rates for home delivery of The George-Anne are six dollars per quarter, or $18 per year, delivered
bulk mail. Please address all inquiries to Jeff White, Business Manager. The George-Anne is distributed free of
charge on the Georgia Southern University campus through delivery sites located in campus buildings and
residence halls.
*We gratefully acknowledge the theft of our slogan - "Liked By Many, Cussed By Some... But Read By Them All"
- from Robert Williams of the Blackshear Times. Call Bob and he can tell you who he stole it from originally.

LETTER AND SUBMISSION POLICY

NEED A
REFRIGERATOR?
The Rentals Manager will be at the SGA Warehouse on:

CAntinfl

Friday, September 18
3:00 - 5:00 p.m.

& RyAN

Saturday, September 26
10:00-12:00 Noon

9:4 ?)

BURRJTOS, TACOS

&

MORE

Refundable Deposit
Rental Fee per Year

871-6978
LOCATECI ACROSS FROM PAULSON STACKUM

Warehouse

Thursday, September 24
2:30 - 4:00 p.m.

FeATURiNq Music by

AT

Water Tower

Tuesday, September 22
2:30 - 4:00 p.m.

TuEsd/iy, SepTEMbER 22

(beqiNNiNq

If you are interested in writing,
layout/design, copy editing, or
photography, be there!!

The George-Anne welcomes letters to the editor, story submissions and guest columns from
people both inside and outside the Georgia Southern University Community. All copy
submitted should be typed (double-spaced, please), preferably on Macintosh disk in
Microsoft Word or Microsoft Works format. All submissions must be signed and include a
mailing address and phone number for verification. The editors reserve the right to reject any
submission. There is no word limit on submissions. A writer may request to remain
anonymous. However, it will be the editor's decision whether or not to print the name.
Submissions are run on a space-available basis.

<*9fe
BRACI

Williams Center, Room 108

- #1 2 STAdlUM

$20.00
$40.00
:

WALIC PIAZA

For additional information, contact the Office of Special Programs — 681-5409
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GSU

•

Extension

•

By Kim St. Hilaire
News Editor

"Participate, don't spectate"
is the new logo of GSU's
Campus Recreation and
Intramural program [CRI].
These words of advice were
developed by student employees of CRI. This year more
than ever, students will be able
to do this because GSU has expanded its fitness facilities.
The latest addition is the
Fitness Extension, located behind College Cinemas, within
easy walking distance of
Stratford and Warwick residence halls.
The Fitness Extension,
which opened Monday, offers
4,500 square feet of aerobic
space as well as conditioning
machines such as exercise
bikes, step machines, rowers
and Nordictracs.
Academic
physical
education classes will be held
in the Fitness Extension
weekdays from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m.
the facility will then be open to
all students from 3 p.m. to 9
p.m. or 10 p.m. This should
help alleviate the shortage of
space in Hanner.
According to William
Ehling, director of Campus
Recreation and Intramurals
[CRI], "In the winter quarter
especially, we turned away 200

to 300 students a day. this
should help us with that."
The additional space also allows GSU to offer a wider variety of sports conditioning
classes.
In the past only high impact
aerobics, low impact aerobics
and toning were offered. In
addition to these, the new program also includes advanced
high impact aerobics, bench
stepping, bench plus, body
conditioning/sculpting, abdominal, circuit training and funk.
The advanced high impact
session is aimed at individuals
who are already physically fit.
High impact aerobics is combined with interval and circuit
segments [for toning] in a 1
hour and 15 minute workout.
Bench stepping is a 1 hour
session of low impact exercise
aimed at increasing flexibility.
For individuals who are
more physically fit, bench plus
offers a 40 minute hi/lo bench
segment as well as a segment
aimed at strength and toning.
Body conditioning/sculpting
is a 1 hour class directed towards muscular strength and
toning. Individuals in this session will exercise with bands
and weights.
To help "tighten that
tummy" a half hour extended
abdominal workout is offered.

them a man attempted to sexually assault her in her dormitory room.
Police said the woman told
them a young man she had
just met forced his way into
her room on Sept. 6 and
pushed her to her bed. She was
able to push him off and get
him to leave, police said.
"This should have been reported to the Savannah police

Finally, funk, aerobic routines combined with street
dance and jazz, is offered for
all fitness levels.
Anyone who is interested in
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■Perms
•Spirals
•Braids
Any Chemical
Service

• $5 OFF •

Your First
Hair Design is

•1/2

764-9723

$c
Go Back to School In StyleWith Fall FashionsFrom
The Traffic Light

Exciting Ncxv Fashions
Arriving Daily!

PRICE-:
'

427 Fair Road

Appointments Preferred

WO°

■
,

For New Customers Only

For New Customers Only

»\

i
EI

•Nails
■Highlights
■Color Correction

Pam Hendley
Wendi Turner
[Sandra Burnsed

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK

*%

Twlort
Hair fymm
W
9
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Past Wendy's Toward Town j|

DOUBLE YOUR
SAVINGS AT KRYSTAL!
79

o„,y$3.

4 All-Beef
Chili Pups
Only

$2.09

Crystal
Sun. - Thurs.

10 am; 11 p m
SEE

On the first weekend of
October [Saturday, Sunday
and Monday] Mark Brunetz,
Jane Fonda's fitness consultant, will teach mass classes at
GSU for students. Brunetz
will also meet with instructors
to show them new moves.

8 Delicious
Cheese Krystals

SCAD student attacked
SAVANNAH, Ga. (AP) An 18-year-old Savannah
College of Art and Design
student said she reported a
sexual attack to school officials who advised her to put off
informing police until their
investigation was completed.
She waited five days before
reporting the attack to
Savannah police.
The woman told police
Friday that college administrators advised her not to tell

physical fitness is also invited
to join CRI and CLEC in a
workshop they are cosponsoring.

Even the very fit should be
challenged by the circuit
training class, a combination
of high and low impact is included in this session, as well
as strength training stations.

Next To Wal-Mart

Valid 9-21-92
thru 10-4-92

g#V The TraSSic Light
TO7

764-2667

Statesboro Mall

Fri. & Sat.
10 a.m. -1 a.m.

SCAD, PAGE 7B
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Apple Macintosh Classic" II

Apple Macintosh PowerBook'"l45 4/40

Apple Macintosh Ilsi

Apple Macintosh LCII

Buy one of these.
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Get all of these

Get over $400 worth of preloaded software when you buy one of the
Apple® Macintosh® computers shown above at our best prices ever.
And ifyou are interested in financing options, be sure to ask for
details about the Apple Computer Loan. But hurry, because student

aid like this is only available through October 15,1992 - and
only at your authorized Apple campus reseller.
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For further information visit

Eagle's Logic University Computer Store University Union Building • 681-0454
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Humane Society
needs your help
The Bulloch County Humane Society is in dire
need of assistance from the population of GSU.
Employees recently revealed that animals in
their care were not receiving proper medical
attention and that facilities were overcrowded and
roach-infested due to lack of funding.
In comparison to the average of $2.25 per person
donated every year by city and county government
to the 23 shelters represented in a recent study, the
27 cents per capita received by the Bulloch County
Humane Society can hardly be considered
adequate.
Greek organizations and other campus
organizations are strongly encouraged to help out.
Volunteering a few hours a week to helping out at
the shelter could be an enormous aid to a staff who
can barely pay to keep the operation afloat.
Other students can play a more passive but
equally important role in alleviating the problem.
If you are a pet owner, be a good one. Don't let
animals run unattended, and have them spayed or
neutered at the proper age. Help solve the problem
by not becoming a part of it.

'Letter to the editor'
policies explained
This week, the George-Anne received a letter in
response to editor Doug Gross' column
"Campaign '92? George Bush vs. Old Yeller,"
which appeared in last Tuesday's paper.
The letter, which refutes the column's
somewhat anti-Bush stance and allegations that
Disney star Old Yeller would make a better president, is both well written and entertaining.
Here's an example:
"Old Yeller's domestic policies would surely
include making sure every family owns a pooperscooper, emblazoned with the Presidential Seal, to .
help keep our nation and cities clean. It might
also come in handy cleaning up all the other B.S.
created by a Democratic administration."
Unfortunately, we couldn't run the letter this
week.
The writer, who brought the letter to our office,
was obviously unaware of the George-Anne's
"Letter to the Editor" policy.
Since some students, both old and new, may not
be familiar with that policy, here it is.
All letters received must be signed and include
a mailing address for verification. There is no
word limit on submissions, but editors reserve the
right to edit for space limitations or clarity.
If a writer wishes to remain anonymous, he
may make that request with the letter, but name,
address and phone number should still be
included. The final decision whether the name
will be omitted is the editor's.
Students, faculty and staff are strongly
encouraged to make their opinions known
through letters to the editor. Either drop one in the
mail addressed to Landrum Box 8001 or deliver it
in person to our office in the Williams Center,
Room 111.
Hopefully last week's letter writer will get back
in touch so the letter may be run in it s entirety.

OPINIONS

Liked By Many,
Cussed By Some...
Read By Them All

Tuesday, September, 22 1992

Fall football compromise is underway
At my summer internship
at a weekly newspaper in
Effingham County, one of my
many vastly underpaid for
duties was to put together an
entire section on the local
high school football team.
After writing ten or eleven
stories on a bunch of 14 to 18
year-old sports stars, I was
heard around the office
swearing (often and loudly)
to anyone who would listen
that I would be just as happy
if I never heard another
football fact again.
This, of course, was a lie.
Like most sports fans, I
had spent the past few months
in a sort of rabid anticipation
of the opening kickoffs of all
my favorite teams. Driving
through town late in the
evening,
the
sight
of
practicing squads, from the
youngest of the Pee-Wee
leaguers to our own Eagles,
made me nearly salivate at
the thought of the Falcons,
Bulldogs,
Eagles
and
Savannah Christian Raiders
(my alma mater) gearing up
for action.
So a few weeks ago, as my
significant other and I settled
down for another "I-have-nosocial-life"
evening
of
television watching, you can

imagine my delight when I starring Tom Selleck, in
discovered the Atlanta which he plays a novelist who
in
love
with
a
Falcons' last pre-season falls
Rumanian
ax-rnurderer
or
game was just beginning.
The Falcons had proven, some such nonsense. I tried
in previous years, to be one of to explain to her how crucial
the
nation's
most it was I watched the game.
"This pre-season game is
entertaining teams, and even
though this was one of the important," I said. "Because,
B.D. (Before Deion) weeks, I uh, well ... okay, its not
figured I was in for a few important at all, I just want
testosterone-soaked hours of to watch it."
Needless to say, my poor
primo sports viewing.
Unfortunately, I was arguing skills coupled with
the fact that it was her t.v.
wrong.
While there are certainly landed me in the back room
some women who enjoy trying to watch my Falcons
sports just as much as their on a fuzzy 13-inch black and
male counterparts, there white set.
After watching a quarter of
seems to be an equal number
who would be just as happy Atlanta battling Buffalo in a
hog-tied to a recliner, forced steady snowstorm, a rather
to watch an evening's worth bizarre event considering (a)
of C-SPAN congressional the game was played in
Georgia in August and (b) it
hearings.
My girlfriend, I found out, was indoors, I gave up on my
falls solidly into the latter t.v.'s inferior reception and
decided
to
rejoin
the
category.
On this particular evening adventures of the man who
she had her heart set on hasn't had a good role since
watching a t.v. movie Magnum.

Lessons learned from
Hurricane Andrew

I
suffered
gallantly
through another hour or so of
inane
dialogue
and
predictable action sequences,
waiting for the moment the
credits rolled so I could enjoy
the remainder of the game.
When the plot finally
limped to a close, I made a
mad dash for the tube to catch
the contest's conclusion.
Which is exactly what I
got. I flipped to the desired
channel with exactly twentyseven seconds left in the
game, just enough time to
watch the Falcon's thirdstring quarterback drop back
and fall on one knee to end
it.
Dejected and defeated, I
clicked the power button on
the set, forgoing the rest of the
evening's televised offerings.
The battle of the sexes
concerning viewing rights
had been won handily and
decidedly by the fairer of
genders. The warnings signs
all seemed to indicate that
this frustrated football fan
was in for a long, bleak
season.
For the record, Selleck gets
his butt kicked by a K.G.B.
guy but still gets the girl.

Coach may have saved her life
Dear Editor,

As you are probably aware,
especially if you are one of
those people whose major
appliances are still up in
trees, South Florida recently
experienced a bad hurricane.
So today, as a South Florida
homeowner, I want to review
some of the lessons I learned
from this experience lessons that I believe can be
useful not only in hurricanes,
but in other natural disasters
such as floods, earthquakes
and children's birthday parties.
The most important precaution, for a homeowner facing a natural disaster, is:
1. SELL YOUR HOUSE
BEFORE THE NATURAL
DISASTER OCCURS.

Trust me, this simple step
will save you a LOT of trouble. My wife, Beth, and I are
still kicking ourselves for not
doing it. When we heard that
Hurricane Andrew was
headed directly at us, we
rushed around doing things
like putting patio furniture
inside, securing doors, etc.
What a pair of morons. We
should have used that time to
sell the house to somebody,
and let HIM worry about the
patio furniture.
Granted, at that point there
probably was not a large pool
of qualified buyers available,
so we might not have gotten
absolute top dollar:
Us: So, do we have a deal
here?

Fall quarter of 1991 I took personal health promotion
from coach Larry Bryant. In this class he stressed how
important it was for women to give self breast
examinations.
Although I am only 19 years old, I did as coach
Bryant instructed. I found a lump in my breast.
With early treatment I should come out fine. I called
and thanked him for going beyond and above the
duties of an instructor.
However, I feel as though my thanks was not
enough. I would like for the school to join in praising
him because after all he may have saved my life.
Great people like coach Larry Bryant should be
admired and rewarded with gratitude.
If there is a plaque that is rewarded to instructors for
excellence, he should win hands down.

Tolla Carlita Soto
States&ore

Prospective Buyer: Let me
get this straight. I get your
house, and you get ... my
BIKE?
Us (driving a hard bar-

gain): AND your skateboard.
Prospective Buyer: I have
to ask my mom.
SEE BARRY, PAGE
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Dori'tgrade students on athletic talent
KIM
ST. HILAIRE

I would like commend GSU
for promoting physical fitness
by requiring students to take
four physical education
activity courses in order to
graduate. Many universities
across the country do not hold
News Editor
such policies.
Nevertheless, while I have
are' not
already
always
enjoyed
such who
activities and understand physically fit or are unskilled
their possible health benefits, I at these activities. Why not
a
pass/fail
must criticize the grading implement
grading
system?
policy for these one-credit
I completely agree that this
courses.
type
of system would not be
Currently, the activities are
appropriate
for
other
graded on the typical A
academic
classes,
yet
in
this
through F scale based on a
instance
wouldn't
it
be
more
combination of skills tests
and written examinations. If fair to reward students for
you don't think about it then their effort and improvement?
The way I see it, students
this probably sounds fair
because all other classes are who already enjoy physical
activities will find ways to
run in this manner.
However, I feel strongly participate outside of school
Therefore, these
that assigning letter grades to anyway.
physical activity only makes courses should be aimed more
it less enjoyable, but also towards those people who
discriminates against those avoid exercise.

BARRY
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

Take for instance a person
who is overweight due to
inactivity. Wouldn't exercise
be very beneficial to that
student's cardiovascular
system? Why not encourage
this then? If a student goes to
physical education class
everyday, tries his hardest,
and is rewarded for this, I bet
they enjoy it more than
someone who tries just as
hard but receives a below
average grade for their effort.
Why not teach those who
are not physically fit that you
don't need to be highly skilled
at such activities to enjoy
them?
Physical
education
activities should be enjoyable
and should promote positive
attitudes toward physical
fitness. I do not believe that
the current grading system
satisfies this criterion. In
this one particular case a
pass/fail grading system
sounds more reasonable.

4

If you're foolish enough to
keep your home, you should
definitely:
2. SEARCH THE HOME
FOR WORKING DRUM
SETS
AND
DESTROY
THEM WITH AN AX.
We weathered the hurricane in the home of some
friends who are normally
sane people, but who had allowed their 11-year-old son,
Trey, to purchase a used drum
set THE DAY BEFORE THE
HURRICANE. Here's the
thing about drums: They don't
need electricity. They are designed to function perfectly
during a natural disaster.
This meant that at 2 a.m.,
when the power went out and
the night was black and the
wind was shrieking and the
eye was approaching and we
were sitting in the darkness,
rigid with tension, terrified
about what was about to happen, fearful that the house
might BANG BANG BANG
BANG
WHAMMMA
WHAMMA
WHAMMA
OHMIGOD
WHAT'S
HAPPENNING?!!?
Ha ha! It was only young
Trey, sensing somehow that
this was a superb time to practice. So we all had a good
laugh, and there is a strong
chance that some of our hearts
will eventually resume beating.
3. DESTROY
GARDEN HOSE.

YOUR

Few people realize how
dangerous a garden hose can
be. I found out while attempting to siphon gasoline into a
chain saw so I could locate our

house, which was somewhere
inside a mass of fallen trees
approximately the size of
Cambodia.
We had obtained the chain
saw from these men who
sprang up all over the place,
mushroom-like, immediately
after the storm. They were
selling truckloads of powerful, potentially lethal chain
saws to South Florida homeowners whose experience with
dangerous tools was pretty
much limited to corkscrews. I
watched a TV reporter ask one
of the chain-saw sellers if he
had any Safety Tips for the
viewing audience. The man
thought for a second, then
said, quote: "Chain saw don't
know the difference between a
LAIG and a LAWG."
Bearing that Safety Tip in
mind, I unpacked my new
chain saw and determined,
using mechanical aptitude,
that you had to put gasoline in
it. I decided to siphon some out
of my wife's car. My wife's
car is her pride and joy, and it
spent the hurricane inside the
garage; a tree landed on the
garage, but the car was undamaged. So I cut off a length
of garden hose, and I stuck it
,,down the car's gas pipe, and I bet this NEVER happens to
criminals - it got stuck in
there. When I tried to pull it
back out, it broke. Which
meant there was four feet of
alien garden hose somewhere
deep inside my wife's car.
And you just KNOW the mechanic is going to tell me that
the only way to fix it is to replace the engine, perhaps several times.

This is why you need
National Guard troops in disaster areas. I needed a
National Guard troop to come
into my garage right then and
shoot me in the head. That
would have spared me from
having to go into the house to
tell my wife that on this day a day when our trees had been
knocked down and our roof
damaged and our other car
bashed up by roof tiles and our
entire neighborhood strewn
with debris and our roads
blocked and our power
knocked out for what looked
like several weeks - that on
this day, the first thing I had
done, the first step on the long
road to recovery, was to screw
up her car.
When I explain this to the
mechanic, he'd better not
laugh at me.
I'm going to have the chain
saw running by then.
•••
I want to stress that my
family and I are fine. But a
lot of people in South Florida
aren't. If you want to do
something, please send a
check to the National Disaster
Relief Fund. You can mail it
to your local Red Cross
Chapter, or P.O. Box 37243,
Washington, D.C. 20013. Or
call (800) 842-2200 and put it
on your credit card. People
down here really need your
help. I'm not making this up.

Companies
thatpi
energy will
eedyouis.
Your opportunity for a career in
the vital energy industry will be
greater rf you are,trained in one
or more of these fields: Engineering, Accounting, Geology,
Marketing, Management,
Computer Science, Business
Administration.
Earn your degree.
Then you may qualify
forarewardingfuture in the energy
industry.

Atlanta Gas Light Company
Gaorjia Natural Gat Company-Savaoaa* G.l Company

VARSITY
It's the best student checking
in town!
No monthly service fee.
Personalized checks.
The official GSU Eagle on your
checks.

Unlimited check writing.
A First 24 ATM card to access
your account on campus, inside
the University Union Building,
Chandler Road, College Plaza,
the Mall and Northside. Also

whenever you see an HONOR®
or PLUS® sign.
• No charge for using First 24,
First Bulloch's 24 hour teller.
• Get a printed bank statement 24
hours a day via First 24 at all
locations. No cost
• No hidden costs. _Just $10
There's no charge again until
you re-order checks.

^nus

CjQ FIRST BULLOCH BANK

JPfTl^PTft

WW0 DOWNTOWN-COLLEGE PLAZA-THE MALL-NORTHSIDE-GSU

HO/S/Oil

•CHANDLER RD-PORTAL-MEMBER FDIC
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Chena's
Cantina
comes
,..
with
good
food
an
v**
u
OT
Pleasant atmosphere, food, and service make for an
enjoyable dining experience with reasonable prices

By Carlton Dickerson
Staff Writer

Well, the school year has
just began and I have been
given the best job of all. I get to
go and eat, relax, and observe
at some of Staesboro's finest
eating establishments.
This weeks restaurant is
Chena's Cantina.
The atmosphere is quite relaxed and extremely artistic .
If you are really into the art
scene, this is the place for you.

The music here is a perfect
mixture from jazz to progressive and if you ask nicely the

will probably accept your suggestions. The restaurant is
tastefully decorated with a variety of wonderful paintings
and sculpture.
The service at Chena's is
terrific. The food is prepared
after you order, but the meal is
delivered hot and in a hurry.
The best thing about the service is that those who serve
really seem to appreciate your
business.
Now for the most important

part: the food. After eating as
much I could and coming just
short of popping, I decided
what entree was my favorite.
The selection was unquestionably the beef quesadillas. This
is by far the most reasonable
and best tasting dish that
Chena's has to offer.
A few of the dishes were not
quite to my liking, but I suppose it's a matter of taste. For
example, the burritos are good,
filling, and inexpensive, but

they contain one bean too
many for me. It is a great
dish, but when eating it you
take the risk of becoming dangerously explosive with numerous gases.
Regardless of any of the

flaws of the burritos, Cl
Chena's
food is still one of the best
buys for college students, and
the service was commendable.
So when you want good
Mexican food and good service,
consider Chena's Cantina.

Prevention and exercise may keep colds away
Summer is officially over
now, and autumn is here. The
cold and flu season is just
around the corner, but
although it is not yet cold
outside, some people have
already fallen victim to a cold.
Colds are caused by any one
of the 200 varieties of viruses,
and there is no one way to
catch a cold virus. You can pick
up a virus by inhaling droplets
dispersed when someone else
coughs or sneezes. You can also
catch a cold by touching your
nostrils or eyes after
contaminating your fingers
with a virus (while shaking
hands, for example) or,
indirectly,
by
sharing
contaminated objects, such as
drinking glasses or hand
towels.
In this respect, you should

contribute greatly to well-being," says Joseph Valdez, M.D.,
a physician with the preventive
medicine division of the
University of Arizona, in
Tucson (in an interview with
Parents' Magazine). To make it
through the cooler months in
good shape, you must work at
keeping yourself in good shape.
In addition, you need to eat
a well-balanced diet, practice
good hygiene, get adequate
rest, and exercise regularly.
There is no reason to stay
indoors all through the cold
months, so wrap up in
adequate, but not too much,
clothing and get out and
exercise.

HEALTH AND FITNESS
Donald Jordan
avoid crowds as much as
possible (which is difficult to do
here on campus), wash your
hands frequently, keep your
fingers away from your face,
and avoid sharing soiled
unclean towels or tableware.
Since there is no cure for the
common cold, the most you can
do is to try to alleviate the
symptoms. According to your
cold symptoms, you can use
antihistamines (effective in
treating
allergies),
decongestants (to relieve
congestion), expectorants (to
loosen respiratory secretions),

or cough suppressant (to
reduce coughing).
As far as physical fitness is
concerned, staying healthy in
the cold months is easier if you
practice good health habits
year-round. Many individuals
tend to stay inside more,
exercise less, and put on
weight during the cold season.
Getting outside in the fresh
air, even for a brisk walk a few
times a week, can keep your
body in shape and your spirits
'i" during the cold months.
"A consistent regimen of exercise and a good diet all year

YOUR REAL HOROSCOPE
Ruby Wyner-b, AA.B.P. certified astrologist
Aries: (Mar. 21-Apr. 19) Your
stress will peak when you accidentally run down a sidewalk
full of pedestrians in a high speed
chase.
Taurus: (Apr. 20-May 20) A
nasty cut you get while shaving
will become infected with gangrene. An amputation is likely.
Gemini: (May 21-June 21) The
new moon is perfect for making
resolutions that stick. Cut back
on anal intrusion.
Cancer: (June 22—July 22) Swallowing a bottle of little blue pills

will bring an end to those nagging financial difficulties.
Leo: (July 23-Aug. 22) A new
relationship will have you
walking on air, but will come to
an abrupt end when you repulse
your mate with your incessant
nose-picking.
Virgo: (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) Ask
yourself what you need to feel
secure, then blow Vienna sausages at people through sections
of garden hose.
Libra: (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) Emulate people in beer commercials,

for they are the wisest on Earth.
Scorpio: (Oct. 24-Nov. 21) Bring
friends together this weekend,
then bicker with them about
unsubstantiated gossip.
Sagittarius: (Nov. 22-D'ec. 21)
You'll acquire the ability to
withstand extremely cola^temperatures. Use this new power to
fight crime.
Capricorn: (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Ensure your position at the
workplace. Urinate on the walls
SEE

HOROSCOPE,

Competitive Rates on:

10% Discount w/Student I.D.
764-8691

among police groups and
other officials, who said it
glorified violence against police officers. The song includes the words: "Die, die,
die pig, die."
Ice-T defended the song as
an expression of black rage.
But he asked Time-Warner to
withdraw it from his album
"Body Count" in the summer.
Scheduled participants in
the television show are the
actor Richard Dreyfuss;
Terry Rakolta, head of
Americans for Responsible
Television; Nadine Strossen,
president of the American

2 blocks east of Court House
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Nancy's Barber & Style Shop

Forum to discuss Ice-T's 'Cop Killer'
NEW YORK (AP) - TimeWarner Inc. said Friday it
has commissioned a TV forum on police and artistic
freedom to explore the issues
raised by its release of Ice-T's
rap song, "Cop Killer."
The forum, which will be
titled "Popular Culture: Rage,
Rights and Responsibility,"
will be produced by Socratic
Seminars and will air nationally on PBS Dec. 15, said
Ed Adler, spokesman for
Time-Warner.
When the company released "Cop Killer" earlier
this year, it provoked outrage

64-B E. Main St.

• Brakes
• Alignment
• Tune-Ups
• Wheel Balancing
• General Auto Repair

Civil Liberties Union; Rep.
Barney Frank, D-Mass., Rep.
Henry Hyde, R-Ill., and
Chuck D, of the rap group
Public Enemy.
The moderator will be
Professor Charles J. Ogletree
of the Harvard Law School.
The format of the broadcast,
like others produced by
Socratic Seminars, calls for
panelists to describe how they
would respond to hypothetical
situations.
It also plans to. fund a series
of meetings at urban universities to discuss the issues.

No. 16 Simmon's Shopping Center • (912) 764-5918
"Specializing in Family Cuts e Perms" • Our Motto: "Try Us Once, Yonll Be Back!"
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Barber Cut
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CATHOLIC
NEWMAN
ASSOCIATION
"Growing Together in Faith,
Friendship and Sei~uice to
Others "
Meetings - Mondays 7pm
at St. Matthews
Herty/Gentilly
Masses Sat. 6pm
Sun. 8:00,10:30
Student Mass Sun. 6pm
Officers
Derren Mortier (Pres.)
Mark Petkewick
Becky Green
Chiugo Okeke
Terry Selama
Ken Beck (Publicity)
Advisor:
Sr. Pauline O'Brien, O.S.F.
681-6726
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May you and yours be inscribed
for a happy and healthy Neiv Year!
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Opening Cookout
Monday - Sept. 21
6:00pm

MGSU Hillel Affiliate

Posters • Art Prints • Tapestries • 1 -Shirts
ltnck|»ncks • Jewelry * Simijlsisses * Incense
^Candles • Oils • Stickers • Clow Stars • lllackliylits

EREV ROSH HASHONAH: SUNDAY, SEPTExMBER 27TH

Kny / Sell / Trade - Clls / Tapes

DO YOU NEED A PLACE FOR YOM TOV SERVICES ?
ORTHODOX, CONSERVATIVE, REFORMED
CALL BERNIE AND PAULA SOLOMON

Kill" Chandler Koad
10-« Alun. - Sat. <i»1-4441
0
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$10 $12
$15

EREV YOM KIPPUR, TUESDAY, OCTOBER 6TH

681-5696 OR 764-5234
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Clinton says he wants to be 'culturally elite'
LOS ANGELES (AP) Democrat Bill
Clinton,
toasted and serenaded by
Barbra Streisand and a host of
other Hollywood stars at a $1.1
million fund-raiser, is leaving California with a confession: he's always yearned to
be "in the cultural elite."
Clinton was wrapping up
his three-day West Coast
campaign swing today after a
musical sendoff at one of the
largest Democratic fundraisers ever.
"There is a shift in the political wind and I feel that it's
blowing our way," Streisand
told Clinton.
In her first live performance in six years, Streisand
sang to the Democratic presidential nominee: "It has to be
you, just has to be you. You
just happen to be the candidate
who is long overdue."

For his part, Clinton told
the array of Hollywood stars
he had been "an inveterate
movie goer" since childhood
and called his audience
"some of the most gifted, creative and caring Americans"
assembled anywhere.
"I have always aspired to be
in the cultural elite that others
condemn," he told the audience, a reference to the attacks
on the entertainment industry
by Vice President Dan Quayle
and other Republicans.
"I have seen your movies
and sung your songs,"
Clinton said.
Opening the fund-raiser
with a rendition of "America
the Beautiful" was country
singer Tammy Wynette, who
earlier this year voiced public
irritation over a remark by
Hillary Clinton about her hit
"Stand by Your Man."

Mrs. Clinton, in a broadcast interview, had intimated
the lyrics were an expression
of blind loyalty.
Clinton today was heading
to Colorado, where he was to
appear at a rally and meet
with Western governors.
Wednesday's fund-raiser
was sponsored by the
Hollywood
Women's
Political Committee and held
at the 16-acre Beverly Hills
estate of movie and music
figure Ted Field,
the
Marshall Field department
store heir. The money was to
be divided among the Clinton
campaign, the Democratic
National Committee and
California Democratic candidates.
Actress Whoopi Goldberg
told Clinton: "Bill, babe ...
You're a pretty neat cat. I like
you." Retorted Clinton: "I was

Ivisl
WRIGHT CITY, Mo. (AP)
Was Elvis Presley working
as an agent for the Drug
Enforcement
Administration? Were FBI
agents working in his traveling entourage, busting drug
dealers along the way?
That's the theory espoused
by the owner of the new Elvis
is Alive Museum in Wright
City, about 50 miles west of St.
Louis.
Bill Beeny believes Presley
is alive and well and probably
in a federal witness protection
program somewhere. His new
museum is intended to fuel
the debate over whether the
king of rock 'n' roll did, in
fact, die Aug. 16, 1977, as it
says on his tombstone.
Visitors to Beeny's Fifties
Cafe, across the street from the
museum, agree with him,

Beeny said. A poll is running
2-to-l for a live Elvis.
"His work with the FBI in
busting drug dealers is well
documented," Beeny said.
"We have files coming from
the FBI that deal with the more
than 300 death threats he received that final year. He was
becoming very paranoid, feeling there was someone out to
get him each time he went on
stage."
The museum, which opened
Friday, is one part research
library and two parts bizarre.
There is the Tomb Room,
which recreates Presley's
grave site at Graceland in
Memphis, Tenn.; an Elvis
Wedding Chapel, where Elvis
fans can be married, for a
price; and an Elvis Tape
Room, where visitors can
hear what is purported to be a

conversation between Presley
and a relative taped seven
years after Presley's death.
Then, there is the Elvis
Funeral Room, which Beeny
calls the museum's focal
point.
There's the open casket,
with a fresh coat of copper
paint. There's the funeral arrangement of artificial blue
carnations shaped like a
guitar.
And there's that smell - appropriate "funeral parlor
odor," Beeny said - steaming
from an electric potpourri pot.
Music plays over an unseen
speaker.
"We've got the sound, the"
smell and the sights," said
Beeny, a real estate developer.
Almost
missing
for
Friday's opening, however,
was Elvis' head.

especially glad to see Whoopi
Goldberg up here so I wouldn't
be only redneck on stage
tonight."
And actor Warren Beatty
told those who paid up to $2,500
a ticket: "This group of people
makes a lot of money. I don't
think that anybody really
thinks that the people in this
crowd - if we win the election
- expect our taxes to go down.
We know they're going up."
"I want you to do more than
write a check. I want you to be
part of the future of the United
Sates of America," Clinton
told the audience.
"For the next 48 days you
will see a great contest," he
said. "It's likely to be closer
than it is today."
A new poll showed him to be
leading Bush by 15 points nationally.
Clinton led the president 53

percent to 38 percent in the
Sept. 10-13 poll of 1,175 registered voters by the Times
Mirror Center for the People
and the Press.
The guest list at the fundraiser included show business figures Chevy Chase,
Candice Bergen, Richard
Gere, Goldie Hawn, Bette
Midler,
Bonnie
Raitt,
Kathleen Turner, Christopher
Reeves, Quincy Jones and
Dustin Hoffman.
"George Bush cannot possibly be re-elected," said actress
Geena Davis, claiming Bush
had bashed women and other
minorities throughout his
term. "You don't bash the citizens of the country that you're
running in."
At one point, Streisand
sang: "George Bush and Dan
Quayle, they golf and they
sail. One doesn't look well,
the other can't spell. Those

fellows won't do. November
the third, when shove comes to
push. ..It better be you and
Albert Gore too. It has to be
you."
Earlier
Wednesday,
Clinton campaigned deep in
the area of last spring's riots
Wednesday, promoting a $1.5
billion program he said would
nurture small business and
help rebuild poor communities.
"Don't you know we would
diminish the racial tensions
of this community; don't you
know we would diminish the
tensions between rich and
poor in this community if everybody thought that if they
worked hard and played by
the rules they could get
ahead," he said at a vocational training center in
south central Los Angeles.

th
"We had problems with the
original one," Beeny said.
"But I picked up one from a
mannequin shop in St. Louis.
We've even got a professional
Elvis wig imported from
France."
Todd Morgan, a Graceland
spokesman, said the estate
would probably try to learn
more about the museum.
"Any commercial venture
using the name, image or
likeness of Mr. Presley has to
be licensed through Elvis
Presley Enterprises," Morgan
said. "Little museums tend to
spring up and we tend to write
a few cease-and-desist orders
from time to time.
"This could be an interesting and worthwhile museum,
but we'd certainly want to discuss finding a better name for
it."

Beeny said he didn't expect
any problems.
"I talked to my legal firm
and they felt it wasn't necessary
to
go
through
Graceland," he said. "We did

get our souvenirs from there
and did discuss what we were
going to do and they didn't
seem to have any problem. As
long as we continue to show
Elvis in a positive light there
shouldn't be any problem."
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MUSCLE, SWEAT, IRON CR/I and Union Productions
If you are serious about lifting weights or getting
into shape, you owe it yourself to try...

05$m^

Present:
Entries Due: Tuesday, Sept. 29
Event Held: Thursday, Oct. 1 at 4:00
Registration from 3:30 to 4:00
(Rain Date: Oct 8)
Events will be revealed at the Captain's Meeting On Sept. 30.

If You Want To Get
The Most From Your
Body and Workouts

Get Fit For Life. If
You Can't Do It
Here,
You Can't Do It!

FIRST 3© TEAMS ONLYM

THE PHYSICAL
FACILITY

FACILITY^
For a better body there is no substitute.
No
No
No
No

Contracts '
Check Vouchers
Telemarketers
Pressure

,
™ have to earn your
business wit i every
workout.
TTTe

A weight-lifting gym, The Physical Facility has been open for business
in the same location for over ten years. We have been turning out
champion power-lifters, bodybuilders and athletes since the beginning.
But, most of our members are just ordinary people trying to make the
most of themselves and their workouts, if you are serious about your
body give The Physical Facility a try.

Co-Rec Teams Only-- 3 men, 3 women (one substitute
allowed for each sex)

FREE PRIZES!
♦♦T-shirts will be awarded to ALL participants
♦♦Trophies will go to 1st & 2nd place teams

RATES:
$25 per month
i $60 per quarter

^

THE PHYSICAL FACILITY
3 Windsor Village
Statesboro, Georgia 30458
»X^ DOl-ZMZ

HOURS:
Mon-Fri 10am to 9pm
Saturday 10am to 6 pm
Sunday 1pm to 5 pm |j

For more information, call 681-5436 or visit our offices at 140 Hannerg
or the second floor of the Williams Center.
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Great Moments
In History
A year to remember.
..^

'Lucky Lindy' flies solo
nonstop from New
York to Paris...
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Baseball legend
'Babe' Ruth swats 60
homers in a single sea
son...
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The Spirit
of St. Louis
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George Herman
"Babe" Ruth

Talking' movies are the
latest rage in the USAlf

Georgia Southern students
publish their first newspaper...
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L/l
Oscar

...and things were
never quite the same.
An administrator reading an early
edition of the George-Anne

Covering the beat and the offbeat
for over 65 years... at Georgia Southern

George-Anne
4 *t

Subscribe Now for Historic Savings
Special
Student
Rate Offer
Good for a
limited
time only!
Act Now!
Where else
can you get a
gift this
inexpensively!

□ Oh, happy, happy, joy, joy! I want a piece of history. Please send a one year subscription to the victim listed below. I want to share The George-Anne's news, views
and attitudes with others. Besides, the newspaper will come in handy for housebreaking that litter of kittens...
Name
Address
RATES:

Special Student Rate ($12 for 50 issues) Students must list their
name and Landrum Box to qualify for special student rate.
(Name
Landrum Box .
_)
Q Regular Non-Student Rate ($18 for 50 issues)

Please include check or money order payable to The George-Anne. Newspapers are mailed by third class
bulk mail. Please allow about one week for delivery in the Southeast U.S.

A home subscription is the perfect
way to let your friends or parental
units know what's happening at
Southern... A home subscription is
inexpensive, direct, a great way to
"get even" with your enemies, and
the perfect way to astound your
friends... and, like a litter of
kittens, it's the gift that keeps on
giving!

by many... Cussed by some... But read by them all

As

Covers
Southern Sports

Like A Cloud

The
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BETWEEN
THE LINES

Eagles win first ever JV game over
Citadel: North Greenville next
By John Munford

John Munford

Sports Editor

Citadel to 171 yards on 43
carries.

GSU sophomore fullback
Tyrone Stephens led the junior
Eagle football team to a 20-7
victory over the Citadel in
GSU's inaugural junior varsity
football game.
Stephens carried 141 yards
on only eight carries,
scampering for a pair of
touchdowns against the
Bulldogs.
Stephens' first score came
on a 66-yard run with 7:16 left
in the second quarter to give
the Eagles a quick 7-0 lead.
Stephens
11-yard
touchdown run in the third
quarter with 11:17 remaining
put GSU up 14-7.
As a team, the Eagle mites
ran for 291 yards on 35 carries
while the defense held the

True freshman quarterback
Ryran Traylor rushed for 45
yards on five carries and hit on
two of three pass attempts for
50 yards and a touchdown.
Traylor's touchdown pass to
sophomore wideout Ronald
Elzy covered 45 yards, sealing
the Eagle victory.
On the defensive front, the
Eagles held Citadel to only 51
passing yards.
GSU cornerback Travis
Taylor stripped Citadel
fullback Jason Pryor of the ball
to set up Stephens' second
score of the game.
The improvement of the
team will be looked for in the
penalty department, where
they recieved six penalties for
a loss of 55 total yards.

The next JV game for the
Eagles will be Monday,
September 28th at home
against North Greenville
Junior College.

Cross Country runs away at
Winthrop Invitational
By Chris Sherwood
Staff Writer

The Georgia Southern Cross Country teams traveled to
Rock Hill, South Carolina to compete in the Winthrop
University Invitational.
Twenty four teams competed in the men's race. The
Eagles men team had a chance to run against VMI,
Furman, Davidson, and The Citadel which are all members of the Southern Conference.
When all of the dust settled, the GSU men finished
fourth overall.
Southern beat Furman, VMI, and
Davidson. The Citadel edged the eagles by twenty nine
points. Coach Vargo was pleased with the finish. " It was
the first time in school history that our guys have ever
beaten Furman or The Citadel."
Individually for the men, Mike King finished fourth
overall. " Mike ran well but not up to his expectations, "
mentioned Vargo. Southern's next finisher was Chris
Smith who placed eighth overall.
The rest of the Eagles top seven were Don Daniels (23rd
overall), Jay Knight (34), Dejohn Drinks (54), Chris
Sherwood (73), and Gene Sapino (79).
Turning to the womens race, GSU finished seventh
overall out of a twenty team field. Coach Vargo was happy
with the way the girls ran: " The addition of Heather
Gordon strengthened the team on the front end , but the lose
of Alicia Hewes and Beth Thomas (#1 and #2 from last
years team) will take some time to replace."
Heather Gordon was GSU's top finisher (18th overall).
The lady Eagles top seven included Angie Stewart (29),
Jessica Lloyd (56), Gail Mcleroy (61), Melanie Jarvis (67),
Gina Elliano (80), and Jody Lloyd (82).
Coach Vargo said, " I expect Gina , Jess, Gail , Melanie,
and Jody to run much stronger as the season progresses...
We ran well the first mile, but we will need to run a more
complete race to run up to our potential."
The teams will travel to the West Georgia Invitational
this weekend.

Atlanta Braves fansprepare yourself for another
playoff berth.
Statesboro and campus
police- prepare yourselves for
another "riot".
Yes, indeed. The Braves
are going to make another
run at the elusive World
Series ring. Let's take a look
at a few of the key players:
Lonnie Smith. Until
recently, the forgotten one.
The only thing that people
remember about Lonnie was
the baserunning blunder that
"cost the Braves the World
GSU Sophomore running back
Series".
Tyrone Stephens
Everyone forgot about the
fact that Lonnie clubbed three
World Series home runs. And
as far as "costing the Braves
the World Series":
Bobby Cox. Cox, to his
credit, put most of the Braves
together, including four of the
five starters in Avery, Smoltz,
points on the board closing the Ciezkowski serving the Eagles
Glavine and Pete Smith.
By Aaron Solomon
tied the game at two a piece.
score to 9-6, in favor of ASC.
However, it was his bone Sports Writer
The game turned out to be a
The
Pirates
had
control
of
head move to use Charlie
back and forth battle with an
the
ball,
but
number
6
Leibrandt in a relief role in
exiting performance by ASC's
Kimberly
Woods
put
an
end
to
Last
Wednesday
the
the final inning that allowed
Kirby Puckett to defeat the Georgia Southern Eagles wom- that with an impressive spike. number 7 Sherrene Benedict
en's volleyball team competed It was the turning point of the and GSU's number 12 Nicci
Braves.
My feeling is that when you against the Pirates of match, the Eagles tied up the Borisek. The Pirates hung in
bring in a reliever, at least Armstrong State College in a game and eventually took the there and won the third game,
lead 10-9 with a service ace by Making the overall score 2-1 in
bring in one that is used to best of five match-up.
number
5 Jennifer McNally.
favor of GSU.
The Eagles were looking to
relieving, instead of a starter
The fourth game was all
The
Pirates
proved
that
they
who has not relieved since improve upon their already
were
not
dead
and
they
took
'
Eagles,
with Woods leading the
impressive 3-0 record. They did
Reagan was president.
charge
they overpowered the
the
lead
again,
12-11
behind
Terry Pendleton. The czar exactly that behind the service
the
serving
of
number
10
Pirates
at the net. With the
of the comeback kids. TP is aces of number nine Julie
Koreena
Kaminski.
outstanding
play at the net
Ciezkowski
and
the
net
play
of
CINCINNATI (AP) - Rob Piniella to reporters, setting
the player the Braves could
and
the
service
aces
by
With
the
score
13-11
ASC,
number
six
Kimberly
Woods.
Dibble reluctantly apologized. up the confrontation.
least afford to lose. He is a
Piniella had informed reCiezkowski,
the
Eagles
the
Eagles
regained
control
on
The
first
match
was
a
Lou Piniella didn't say he
consistent clutch hitter and
porters after the game
has contributed as much with demonstration of conservative another impressive kill by destroyed the Pirates 15-1 won, was sorry.
play by both GSU and ASC. Woods. The Eagles then winning the match 3-1.
That's where it stood Thursday that Dibble had
his glove as with his bat.
The Eagles are now off to Friday after the Cincinnati tightness in his pitching
Also,
his
leadership The Eagles were able to control followed up with three straight
solidifies a group who were the ball and they defeated ASC points. But the Pirates made it one of their best starts with a Reds reliever and manager shoulder. Dibble denied it, usa nail biter, tying up the game record of 4-0. What does this publicly patched up the differ- ing an expletive.
more than once mistaken as a in the first game 15-8.
recent success mean to Eagles ences that led to a clubhouse
The second game was a dif- at 14 a piece.
band
of
traveling
coach J.B. Claiborne? "It is nice wrestling match.
"I might have said that,"
The
Pirates
lost
control
of
ferent story, the Pirates came
ragamuffins.
to
be
at
4-0,"
said
Claiborne,
"
the
ball,
and
with
number
Dibble
said Friday. "It was
Piniella charged Dibble
Pendleton's health is a out swinging, and established a
the
third
game
was
a
good
leswrong
on
my part. I'm apoloWoods
serving
the
Eagles
won
Thursday night following a 3question, his knees in 7-3 lead forcing Eagle's coach
son
for
them,
because
they
gizing
for
that and I apolothe
second
game
16-14.
2 victory over Atlanta. Dibble
particular.
He flat-out J.B. Claiborne to call a time
learned
that
they
cannot
fall
The
Eagles
went
into
the
told reporters that Piniella gized to Lou."
refuses to rest for a single out. It paid off. The Eagles took
command, only to loose the ball third game with a 2-0 lead, and asleep, and they came back had misled them about tightgame.
Piniella said there will be
they were fired up. Behind but and had a good fourth game."
a point later.
ness in his pitching shoulder,
His knees look a lot like
no repercussions for the temThe next Eagles home prompting Piniella to erupt.
With the score 9-4 in favor of not out, ASC came out swingMr. Cripple himself:
ASC, control waivered back ing. The Pirates drew first match will be today against
They met Friday with peramental reliever, who's
Sid Bream. Sid has been
and forth between the Pirates blood, taking the lead 2-0 be- South Carolina State, at 7 P.M. controlling partner Marge been suspended by the
through five knee operations
at Hanner Fieldhouse.
and the Eagles. The Eagles fore losing control of the ball.
Schott and general manager National League three times
and runs like it. He and
With number 9 Julie
managed to put a couple of
Bob Quinn to talk it out. in the past two years for onBrian Hunter have proven to
Dibble won't be suspended, field outbursts. This was his
<
be a great platoon tandem at
and the two said in separate first run-in with a member of
first base. It is a coin toss as to
news
conferences that the his own team.
whom will be in a wheelchair
matter
was closed.
first, Bream or Pendleton.
"I don't hold any grudges. I
They
ended up hugging
My money is on Bream.
never have," Piniella said.
after Dibble saved a 4-2 vicHe will be rounding first and
"When you're with a team, a
Mark
Gardiner
(12-9),
the
tory over San Diego on
with no warning, his
player for seven months,
NEW YORK (AP) - Even
second Expos pitcher, got the Friday, but there were indicakneecaps will explode with the
sometimes things can go
manager Felipe Alou is
win, while Dwight Gooden (8- tions the rift wasn't entirely
fury of a patriot missile.
sometimes surprised in the
13) took the loss for the Mets, gone. They held separate pre- awry. I've never had a dogOtis Nixon. Although his
house since I've managed.
unexpected season of his
ensuring him of the first los- game news conferences that
role has been lessened, his
When
something happens, it's
Montreal Expos.
ing season in his major- were more cold than conciliatheft of Andy Van Slyke's
over
with.
Forget it."
"This would have been an
league career.
tory.
would-be
game-winning
easy night to fold up and, inDibble was combative to"It had to happen sooner or
home run earlier this year
Their scuffle in front of
stead, we put 16 hits and 10
wards
reporters, accusing
later.
It's
frustrating,
but
I'm
against the Bucs at home.
reporters
and television camruns up," said Alou, after the
glad it's over," said Gooden, them of inciting the incident.
Enough about Otis, let's talk
eras
won't
be soon forgotten. It
Expos pounded the New York
who allowed nine hits and He said the fight was a case of
about:
immediately
became a definMets 10-4 Friday night to stay
four runs, while striking out two quick-tempered people
Deion Sanders. Prime
ing
moment
in a season of
within four games of the
five and walking none in clashing.
Time, or whatever you wish to Pittsburgh Pirates in the
frustration.
'The problem is that we're
seven innings.
call him. He has proven that National League East.
too
alike," he said. "We both
Once
again,
the
Mets
were
i'»
speed helps a team. Total
The Reds' victory over
Montreal came off a hearthate
to lose and have fiery
done
in
by
their
bullpen,
as
speed, which Deion has, breaking 13-inning loss
Atlanta completed their seaBarry Jones was charged with personalities."
totally disrupts. You see free Thursday night in Pittsburgh,
son series with the NL West
five runs in just 2-3 of an inAfter answering a few
balls on pitchouts, the loss of but still continued its
leaders. The two teams were
use four pitchers, he was ning, and Dewey finished the questions, he abruptly ended
the pitcher's timing and let's remarkable record on the
expected to fight for the title
pleased with the night's work. job by giving up Cordero's the interview by walking
not forget the catchers' throws
down the stretch, but the Reds
road.
through the crowd of reporters.
"It's not that we're going to homer.
that go into centerfield on his
fell out of contention weeks
"There was a preoccupation
When Gooden left, the Mets
Piniella met the media a
give it to them easily," said
steal attempts.
ago with shoddy play.
among the players about how
were trailing only 4-3, thanks few minutes later and had a
Now let's put a little
Alou.
they lost last night, and then
to a three-run fifth that different explanation for the
Montreal got help from
humility into all those getting to bed a 5:00 a.m.,"
Dibble was conspicuously
finished Kruegger.
scuffle: He was defending his
some
unexpected
sources,
inJohnny-come-lately Braves
absent
in the late innings
said Alou.
Montreal built a 4-0 lead by integrity. Piniella chose his
fans. If you've heard this
Thursday. He didn't even
But the Expos improved cluding a two-run single by
scoring on Greg Colbrunn's words carefully and didn't
joke, you're a true blue fan.
warm up as the Reds tried to
their road record to 43-30, best catcher Tim Laker, and a
first inning RBI single, apologize
for
charging
1988. Atlanta, Georgia. in the NL, and beat the Mets three-run homer by shortstop
protect the slim lead.
adding two more in the fourth Dibble.
Frank Sanacore calls the for the sixth time in seven Wil Cordero in a six-run
on Larry Walker's RBI
T sort of lost my cool," he
Braves ticket office. Here's games in New York.
eighth that put the game away.
It was puzzling when
double
and
Darrin
Fletcher's
said.
"It's just that simple. It
the conversation:
"I knew I hit it good," said
Piniella chose Steve Foster "We are used to seeing
RBI single, and another in the happened. When my integrity
Frank: "Do you have
who had never saved a major
them win on the scoreboard, Cordero of his first majorfifth on Marquis Grissom's gets questioned, it's not that
tickets for today's game?"
league game - to close the
and they probably say the league homer that came off
easy of a situation to deal
double.
Ticket Manger: "Where
m
game. Foster came through,
same thing about us," said reliever Mark Dewey.
New York struck back in with."
do you want to sit? Is the
"I faced him once in
striking out Damon Berryhill
Alou of the front-running
There was only one public
the
fifth on Chico Walker's
bullpen close enough?"
Montreal
and
I
hit
a
ground
and Otis Nixon with two runPirates.
sacrifice fly and RBI singles apology Friday - Dibble ners in scoring position to end
Frank: "When does the
out
to
shortstop,
but
I
was
lookEven though starter Bill
by Eddie Murray and Kevin reluctantly admitted he
game start?"
Kruegger didn't survive the ing for something inside,"
shouldn't
have
ripped it.
Bass.
TM: "When can you get
said
Cordero.
fifth inning and Alou had to
here?"

Lady Eagle netters sink Pirates 31, improve season record to 4-0

Piniella and Dibble slug
it out over being stiffed

Montreal still in hunt, much to the
surprise of unsuspecting manager
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Braves must plan for expansion
draft, will likely lose some top talent

GSU soccer
player Steven
La rsen takes
the ball down
the field in
search of a

By John Munford
Sports Editor

score. (Photo
byRandy
Trujilo)

GSU men dribble their way out of
four game slide with shutout of Berry
By Aaron Solomon

performance against Berry
Staff Writer
College.
Norton was especially
pleased with the performance
The GSU soccer team ended by the defense, who only
a four game losing streak by allowed Berry College six
tying with Berry College shots on goal. All shots on
Sunday at Eagle Field. goal
were
successfully
Although the Eagles did not blocked by Eagle's goalie,
win, Eagles head coach Tom Tim Boarman.
Norton felt it was one of the
"We did as well as a team
best performances by the defensively, so that most of the
Eagles this season.
chances on goal were ours, but
"We were looking for a Tim held the goal well," said
good performance from the Norton about Boarman's first
guys, and I felt that they put career shutout.
forth a good effort," said
If there is any one player on
Norton on the Eagle's who stands out, it is Jeff

Heidt. Heidt is tied for fourth
in the South region in points
with 10, and is tied for 21st in
the nation. When asked about
Heidt's capabilities, coach
Norton said, "Jeff has been
game in and game out, one of
the best performers we have
defensively as well as
offensively."
>
Unfortunately, Heidt saw
limited action on Sunday due
to a stomach ailment.
The Eagles will travel to
Charleston, South Carolina,
on Friday to take on the
Cougars of the College of
Charleston at 7 P.M.

With expansion looming on
the horizon, the Atlanta
Braves must look ahead to the
future to make choices on who
they shall protect in the expansion draft.
They will get to protect 15
players originally, and after a
player is chosen from the unprotected list, they may protect
three more.
Each National League expansion team, the Colorado
Rockies and the Florida
Marlins, will choose three
players from each existing N.L.
team and two players from
each existing American League
team.
Once three players have
been taken from the Braves,
Colorado and Miami can take
no more. Here is a position
breakdown:
Starting Pitching: Steve
Avery, Tom Glavine and John
Smoltz are all locks to be protected. Charlie Leibrandt is a
potential free agent, but Pete
Smith has proven himself too
valuable to be thrown onto the
scrap heap. It becomes all the
more important a decision if
Mike Bielecki does not immediately recover from elbow
surgery.
Relief Pitching:
Mark
Wohlers is almost certainly
going to be protected, but the
organization must be prepared
for the possibility of his failure.
Kent Mercker and Mike
Stanton could also be protected
to backup the young and inexperienced rookie reliever.
Infield: Terry Pendleton is
hobbled, but has done his job
well, both on and off the field.
Ryan Klesko is a rookie who
must be protected because he
has more than three years experience in professional ball.

Brian Huni& has performed
well in the power department
and has proven himself to be a
force to be reckoned with from
th* right Jrf'drsf the plate, and
should be protected as well.
Jeff Blauser, Mark Lemke and
Virtny Castilla are all questionable to be protected just
because of the depth of middle
infielders throughout the organization ;*uch as Chipper
Jones.
Outfield: Ron Gajit, David
Justice, Deion Sanders, Otis
Nifcan, and rookie Melvin
Nieves afeJSot'e than likely all
going to be protected. Nieves
lacks expedience, but has
shown flashes of brilliant
power that the Braves cannot
turn their back on. Tommy
Gregg is likely to move on,
barring a trade.

Catching: Javy Lopez, the
rookie, will be protected as he
is the organization's only hope
for youth behind the plate.
Greg Olson and Damon
Berryhill both deserve to be
protected, but are not in the
Braves' long-range plans. No
other team will take a chance
on Olson, because he is injured
and is thusly questionable.
Manager Bobby Cox and ■
General manager John
Schuerholz have a long list of
figures and assumptions to go
on, but until they make the final decision, there is no certainty whatsoever that the
Braves will not suffer a huge
loss to the new kids on the
block.

a«e

Cbrne See Us At Our New Location on
' highway 80 East in Statesboro.

STUDENT SPECIALS
Force Auto Alarm
$149.95
(Lifetime Warranty - Installed)

Pioneer 6X9
$89.95
Toshiba Radios
$139.95
(Installed)

18-Hole Course
With Driving Range

Aerobics & Fitness
A UCMSM « UK* tin EMenrlMt he.

The largest
health club in
Statesboro
State-of-the-Art
Equipment
Tanning, Sauna
& Whirlpool
Much, much

All-Day Golf
qq

for $10

Wednesday
"Student Day"
3LIC
4t')

:■; ywMv

Club Hours

Location

Mon-Thurs. 5 a.m.-10 p.m.
Friday 5 a.m.-8 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sunday 1p.m.-6 p.m.

1525 Fair Rd.
(South Hwy. 67)
Statesboro GA
871-6622

mea

U
LCIKSS
LF CLUB

Guest Pass For Two

•Free Fitness Evaluation
•Free Personal
One-On-One Instruction
•Free Aerobics
•Free Tanning

7 Days A Week

•Free Dance Lessons
-Shag
-Two Step
-Achy Breaky
-Line Dances
-Much More !

LOCATED NEAR
CAMPUS • OPEN
7 DAYS A WEEK

Paulson
Stadium

CAMPUS

M - F • 8 AM until...
Sat-Sun • 7 AM until...
Wednesdays
"Georgia Southern Student Day"
($10Q9ALLDAY»8AMuntiL.;)
aWiTiiirii

■■;■■■■■;

v.-

■.

,.,.:.::..:■." ,.--■.
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■■■
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UNION^#J
WHEN
You GIVE BLOOD
You GIVE
ANOTHER BIRTHDAY,
ANOTHER LAUGH,
ANOTHER HUG,
ANOTHER CHANCE.

PRODUCTIONS

GEORGIA

*99*

luy one month foi
Get the Second Month for $25.00

UNION COMMONS
930AM - 430PM

423 Fair Road

TO ANY STUDENT
ORGANIZATIONS-

912-764-4206
9 a.m.-9 p.m.

OPPORTUNITY TO RECRUIT
MEMBERS FOR YOUR
ORGANIZATION

Back to School Specials
v&

September & October
• Family Cuts and Perms •

i*

839-2310

I

FOR QUESTIONS CALL:681-0399

4p
^

%

%

G.W. Oliver Road
Statesboro, Ga.

'9

Any Perm
with coupon only
(By appointment)

Any Cut
with coupon or
Student I.D.

Good thru October 31

_Good,t}iruOctober 31__

Stylist:
Ruby Harville-Owner
Kim Rogers-Stylist
FaiiGrounds

American Red Cross

UNIVERSITY

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 23,

September

Tanning Supplies
Casual Wear
Eelskin Accessories
Swimwear

SOUTHERN

TimeSavfr I

Harvillc
j4mi

PLEASE GIVE BLOOD.

Our
Future
Depends
On You

[
_

Hours:
Monday-Friday 8:00-6:00
Saturday (By appointment only)

HYPNOTIST:
MIKE MESMEn»EYES»
: 1 UiL^iJJW^ awrJE* 1 i&lllitlull,

UNION BALLROOM
7PM

HWY 67 (Fair Road) to
Harville Road (caution
light), turn right, go 4 miles
to G.W. Oliver Road, turn
right, second drive on left.

CRYSTAL

cvriinri7Mriii7is

14,1992
PAULSON STADIUM
PARKING LOT
1PM - 8PM

' 1!;:

I

4f)

fcV.i ■»

Georgia
ParkPass

Sunday & Monday

TOM CRUISE NICOLE KIDMAN

Purchase an annual
ParkPass at your favorite
state park or historic site,
or send $25.00 plus $1
handling fee to: Georgia
State Parks, 205 Butler
Street, Suite 1352 East,
Atlanta, Georgia 30334.
(For information on Senior
Citizen and Disabled
Veteran discounts, call
404-656-2753.)

It's lonely at the middle

FAR
AND

AWAY
iPG^.qa.

IB6SIBE

zm

Friday & Saturday
Sunday & Monday
7:00 p.m. & 9:30 p.m.

Union Theatre

■

:

GEORGIA STATE PARKS

& HISTORIC SITES

MR. SATURDAY NIGHT
CASTLE ROCK ENTERTAINMENT IN ASSOCIATION WITH NEW LINE CINEMA PRESENTS
SATURDAY NIGHT" DAVID PAYMER JULIE WARNER HELEN HUNT AND RON SILVER
-OTER SCHINDLER^ MARC SHAIMAN TKENTBEYDA, A.CE.™K ALBERT BRENNER = DON PETERMAN, A.S.C. #
Q aSS LOWELL GANZ AND BABALOO MANDEL "S BILLY CRYSTAL AND LOWELL GANZ s BABALOO MANDEL ^J= f
A FACE PRODUCTION BILLY CRYSTAL "MR.

(^AST^LEROC^
iTLERpcK

^M.«
fcNEWL.NEc.NEMA

□DE-=3 OPFNS SEPTEMBER 2^TH "K BILLY CRYSTAL YWicM*«

$1 with GSU Student I.D.
$2 General Admission

INFORMATION HOTLI?

s 681-0461
v OFFICE 681-5442'UNIOM PRODUCTIONS
LANDRUM BOX 8066 • STATESBORO, GA 30460
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OUTLAND

MORAL

ev&i &7W& woe
-me SUGAR, FATAMP UPP&Z
fMBAMAttMA/T CAt/fZP
TO TteP/l/Rycow...

{ [ AMOMU.VP</Re
ACT...

Q&J****-

~& ^

JWMf, 6(\VATtmir

n>neiwiroOUR ^

MOmflSMtLK.

terMes'wPYa/K
MARCH&R7HAT
ew5ive, MORAUY

JH

\

<?* ■&

pirns

BY BERKE BREATHED

MOW TH£ NEWS WORKS... STEP ONE:
SPOKESMAN READi PREPARED STATEMENT
PEMILING INFORMATION GOVERNMENT
WISHES PU8LIC To BELIEVE...

by LI Morten

STEP TWO: REPORTERS RECORD INFoRMATioN VERBATiM AND ASK A FEW SUPERFICIAL QUESTIONS WHICH ELICIT EVASIVE
ANSWERS...

TOu SEE, THE PRE5I0ENT IS MORE
POWERFUL THAN A ItKOMOTlYS AND
ABLE TO LEAP FALL BUILDINGS AT A
SINGLE BOUND...

BUT IS THE PRESIDENT EASTER THAN
k SPEEDING BUUEr?\

>x*x*Hmj
;-\:

/UWENTUfctS IrJ f/\RTV-TI/v\E L/RINATIOAJ
[ELEMEA/TAg-V

WEVE GOT
NO COMMENT |
AT THIS"

P8£M8P>
«
."" : '.

SKlU--LeVCL^

THIS
MODERN
WORLD

•<*X

PaP *>e^etAL
M)N<JT6? TO USEf THE
gA-r+ic-ooM.

WAIT W LINE

Yod'/lE STOCK. uJITK A POo£. THA-r
POEfSN'T SHOT oft L-OCK' TfcH TO
HOLD (T *HUT A^C <T<M. £ FT CLOSE
EAJOU&H TO THE TOIueT-

STEP THREE: NEWSPAPERS AND TELEVISION
REWRITE GOVERNMENT PRESS RELEASE To
ONE ILLUSION OF ACTUAL REPORTAGE AND
THEN DISSEMINATE INFORMATION...
■fji,'.:iJlff!L —. - v

STEP FOUR: PUBLIC ACCEPTS GOVERNMENT
PRESS RELEASE AS VERIFIED FACTS ONCOVERED BY A DILIGENT PRESS...
ITS HARD TO BELIEVE
THAT THE PRESIDENT
HAS SUCH AMAZING
POUIRS!

'CUOSS ST«.E^/vvS;"
C£X"«:eLce-/^T fop.
MALE g0N(>)N6.>

WELL.1MEV
WOULDN'T
PRINT IT
IE ITWA5NT|

rum!

lAPVA^Cft <KlU-L6veL

■

By TOM
TOMMORROW

I

THE" £/\TH£oc)/V| /./Nf 15 TOO LOhJGAND YOV
c/tN'T W^/T. THE SOSHES OUTJ/pE SHOULP
rr-6\not. /IPE&OATFCOV/ER-- Keep our of srtMr
of CAM A*Jt> pMSep-s-g^.

Wellcoinmce

P L E S of SOU N I) R I; I | R i; ,\1 I \ l
YOU JUST C/VNJ'T HOt-A 1T/N- WITH yo^fiCieMT
DWe?<ioW, RBLIEVe YoU/LfBLf IhJ A gee*,
cor, /SAJP Pi-A-cf"
" r Si-Vi-v OA/ /4/v oirr-<sr-THeVA/A^1 SHEXC .

»P9

Sttydeirnte

GSU Clothing, Caps, & Backpacks
Cliff Notes, Computer Studyware
Package Mailing Service (UPS)
Store Copier & Fax Service
Ray Ban Sunglasses
Dorm Supplies

Stop by
and visit
our new
Greek Shop

I We
Sell
New and
Used
Textbooks

I

M&^
.j"""*5
-.

•

:

:■'.'.

•

■

■

:
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IRONICALLY, THE TIME TO START
SAVING FOR RETIREMENT IS WHEN IT LOOKS
LIKE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT.
Can't afford to save for retirement?
The truth is, you can't afford not to.
Not when you realize that your retirement
can last 20 to 30 years or more. You'll want
to live at least as comfortably then as you
do now. And that takes planning.
By starting to save now, you can take
advantage of tax-deferral and give your
money time to compound and grow.
Consider this: set aside just $100 each
month beginning at age 30 and you can
accumulate over $192,539* by the time
you reach age 65. But wait ten years and
you'll have to budget $227each month
to reach the same goal.

■3-

*J

Even if you're not counting the years to
retirement, you can count on TIAA-CREF
to help you build the future you deserve—
with flexible retirement and tax-deferred
annuity plans, a diverse portfolio of investment choices, and a record of personal
service that spans 75 years.
Over a million people in education and
research put TIAA-CREF at the top of
their list for retirement planning. Why not
join them?
Call today and learn how simple it is
to build a secure tomorrow when you
have time and TIAA-CREF working on
your side.

Start planning your future. Call our Enrollment Hotline 1 800 842-2888.

681-6295

1 1

piTTH
Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.5"
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MOTHER GOOSE

& GRIMM

BY MIKE PETERS

VODQOfTTHB
RIGHT owe

UH HUH,',,

WEEKLY CROSSWORD

BY GERRY FREY

Weekly Crossword
" Doggone It
1
ACROSS
Dogs' resting spot
14
Prevent
Dogs' mortal enemies 17
Press
20
Ms. Verdugo
"God'sLittle
"
Teacher's manual
27
DOGGONE fT\
33
NYC time zone
Ayn
:"The
36
Fountainhead" author
39
22 Urns
23 Right a wrong
42
25 Jet's Mr. Eubank
27 Gofers run
29 DOGGONE IT!
47
33 Jules
54
34 Fortune-telling card
35 Exist
58
36 French friend
61
37 Plate
38 Mr. Kazan
39 No in Glasgow
40 Bargain events
41 Equipped with weapons
42 DOGGONE IT!
44 Rips off
45 Obit words: PI.
46 Perch
47 Speak pompously
50 Trig's cousin
51 Suffix meaning doctrine
54 DOGGONE IT!
57 Dorothy's dog
58 Divisible by 2
59 Beau
60 Seth'sson
61 Dweeb?
62 Fragrant floral oil
63 Botanist Gray & others

1
5
10
14
15
16
17
18
20
21

1
2
3
4
5

DOWN
Location
Underground assets
DOGGONE IT I
Picnic visitor
Supply's antithesis

By Gerry Frey
2

3

*

1

$

i

7

' 1

i

15
18

■

21
23

25

24

1

10

13

30

31

32

19

22

26

■ 35

■ 34

■ 38

37
■ 41

■ 40
■ 44

43
■ 46

45
48

12

16

I

28

11

■ 51

■ 50

49
55

1

56

1r
.

43
44
46
47

6 African antelope
7 Care for
8 Steno's abbrev.
9 Cheerleader's word
10 Sweet melon
11 Play parts
12 Dogs'friend?
13 Sun. talks
19 Chris
21 Mr. Descartes
24 Lion's pride & joy
25 Merchandise
26 Black
27 Dale or Linda
28 Change the atlas
29 See ya!
30 DOGGONE ITS !
31 Bay window
32 Studies history
34 Yarns
37 Messenger
38 Poets words
40 Smile scornfully
41 Tiny bit

48
49
50
52
53
55
56
57

52

53

r

60
63

Plan
Oklahoma football player
Lariat
Word with French or
Australian
Wander
PartofN.A.
Sum & substance
Greek portico
Hart:US Playwright
Turkish title of nobility
Word with profit
English social occasion

1992 All rights reserved GFR Associates
P.O. Box 461, Schenectady, NY 12301
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Fresh Food Cooked to Order
Daily
Monday - Saturday

3 Big TV's ° Spots All Night!
WUWAW^WWWWWYSrW!
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The George-Anne
to: Country Living Shoppers, Dept.
D18, P.O. Box 1779, Denham Springs,
LA 70727.

CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
• FREE CLASSIFIEDS- The George-Anne provides free classified listings to
students faculty and staff members of Georgia Southern University as a
campus-community service. Free classified ads MUST be written in 25 words
or less. Students, faculty and staff will be billed 100 a word for ads in excess of
25 words. The advertiser's name, Landrum Box, and the classified category
(listed below), MUST BE INCLUDED with your ad copy. All communication
regarding free classified ads must be in writing (absolutely NO free classified
ads will be accepted by phone... at this price we don't take dictation). Free
classified ads (except personals and dated submissions) will be inserted into
the newspaper in four consecutive issues. Ads must be resubmitted in writing
for additional insertions. Free ads should be non-commercial in nature. Free
classified listings should be mailed to The George-Anne, Landrum Box 8001,
GSU. Deadline is noon TUESDAY or noon FRIDAY prior to publication.

09'Furniture & Appliances
For Sale- Super single waterbed:
includes heater, sheets, matrees pad,
stained headboard. $90.00 Call
681-4532

^•Miscellaneous for Sale
For Sale: Women's Fuji Mountain
Bike:$50; Framed Lamborghini
posters; Dorm-size refrigerator:
$50. Call Debbie at 871-7018

• COMMERCIAL LISTINGS - are available at $2.50 per 25 words with a
minimum charge of $5.00. Classified display advertising is available at $5.00
per column inch per edition, with a one inch minimum size required. Payment
should accompany ad, unless advertiser has established credit. Tear sheets
will be mailed upon written request A charge of $1.00 per tear sheet requested
is assessed to cover mailing and handling. Contact the Advertising Department: ADS, L.B. 8001, GSU, Statesboro, GA30460 or call 912/681-5418.

My fellow DEMOCRATS! We must
band together to end the madness.

01'Announcements
You are invited to dinner at Trinity
Episcopal Church (on Chandler) this
Sunday. Eucharist is at 10, dinner
follows. Our student group will meet.

Shantee to Crisper, Crisper to Stale,
Green is the cheese, I have no bale.
Wanted - People interested in being ir
a group called Friends-R-Us. We will
be friendly, have fun, be pals and
encourage more to be our friends. If
interested, call 764-6649 and ask for
J.J.

19*Rentals& Real Estate
Southern Villas #23 - 2 bedroom,
furnished, close to campus, very nice.
Contact Virgie Ledesma at (912)
739-3798

1991 Chevrolet S-IO Extended cab
pick-up, 6 cylinder, cruise, a/c,
automatic transmission, am/fm
cassette, tool box, bed liner, 27,000
miles. $8,300 - Call 764-7089

20'Roommates

For Sale: 1983 GMC S-15 extended
cab, 4x4, good condition. $3200 or besl
offer. Call 681-7986 - ask for Chris

1980 Peugeot 505 Diesel. Very good
cond. A/C, power windows. Runs good.
$1450 O.B.O. 764-8257
1984 Oldsmobile Omega - Very clean.
Runs Good. A/C works. New tires.
Asking $1950. Call 681-6505 before
9:00am or after 8:00pm.
1986 Pontiac 6000LE - 62,000 miles.
Excellent cond. Power locks, windows,
seats, A/C. Very clean interior.
Call:764-8257.

Female roommate needed
immediately at Park Place. Two
bedrooms. $250 a month plus
utilities. Call Lisa at 871-6854

04-Auto Parts, Repair

Female roommate needed to share 2
bedroom apartment. Own room,
washer/dryer, furnished except for
bedroom. $225 + 1/2 utilities. Call
Dawn at 681-7389.

For Sale: Four Enki BBS car rims.
Black w/chrome trim, fits size 13 four
lugs. Asking $250 - 489-3130 Ask for
Darcell - not home, leave message.

Female roommate(s) needed ASAP!
Two bedroom, 1 1/2 bath condo,
furnished except own room. Call
871-5013 or LB #18953 for
information.

05*Business Opportunities

Needed Immediately! One female to
share 1992 mobile home. 1.5 miles
from campus. Private bed/bath, w/d,
central h/a. $170 month plus 1/2
utilities. 681-7845

>3*Autos for Sale

EARN $500 or more weekly stuffing
envelopes at home. Send long SASE

21-Services

CHRISTMAS BREAK

D
in
v<

ti
ir

STEAMBOAT
VAIL/BEAVER CREEl

P
a
S
h
ti

DECEMBER 14-21 • 5 OR 7 NIGHTS (-

If you need an experienced baby
sitter? Call 764-2317 (will sit for all
ages)

16'Personal

CLASSIFIED CATEGORIES

IE

DECEMBER 12-19 • 5,6 OR 7 NIGHTS ^jflSSl

Typing Service! Any size, any
professor, any class. Professional and
fast! Windows to WordPerfect. Call
681-1640

Melissa-1 Love you. Sorry I've been
acting like such a jerk, but I still love
you.

- Musical
- Personal
-Pets & Supplies
-Photography
- Rentals & Real Estate
- Roommates
•Services
- Sporting Goods
■StereoS Sound
Swap & Trade
Television & Radio
Vans & Trucks
Wanted
Weekend Entertainment

One or two roommates to share three
bedroom house on five acres. Low
rent. Call Ric at 764-7745 or

RESUMES- Professional,
laser-printed resumes that get
results. $34.95 includes all
consultations, 20 resumes, blank
cover sheets, and envelope sets.
Professional Impressions 489-3434.

Hey Parris!!! It's Rod. Call me at
764-7694 Ex 23. Luv Ya.

11th ANNIVERSARY

One Christian female roommate
needed at Plantation Villas beginning
winter quarter '93 at $140 per month.
Call Carol at 681-7361

Hewlett Packard 28S Scientific
Calculator and Manuals. Separate
alpha/numeric keypads.
RPN/algebraic notation.
Programmable, graphics. Perfect
condition. $80 negotiable. Call
681-1700. Ask for Danny. Leave
message.

• GENERAL CLASSIFIED POLICY- The advertiser is responsible for proofreading ads upon publication. Any errors will be corrected upon written notice.
Ads should be in good taste, and are subject to standard editing procedures.
The editors reserve the right to refuse any classified ad.

0 01 -Announcements
> 02 - Arts & Crafts
i 03 -Autos for Sale
104-Auto Parts, Repair
105 - Business Opportunities
>06 - Child Care
107- Education
>08-Freebies
i 09 - Furniture/Appliances
10-Garage Sales
11-Help Wanted
12 - Lost & Found
13 - Miscellaneous for Sale
14- Motorcycles

Non-smoking roommate needed for
Park Vue Apartment. Washer, dryer
and your own room included for $130
deposit plus $130/month+l/3 utilities.
Call Theresa at 489-5753

11th ANNUAL
COLLEGIATE
WINTER SKI
BREAKS
TOLL FREE INFORMATION & RESERVATIONS

1-800-321-5911

Get off your

g
d
E
a
t
d

WILL TYPE ANYTHING FOR YOU
75«( per page. Please call 764-7225Ask for Elmer

c
c

Rip Us
Off.
That's right - you heard right. Rip
us off. Get something for nothing.
Say hello to a friend. Find a
roommate. Get a job. Find a home
for a litter of kittens. Buy a
wombat. Or sell your Beamer
(right, like you expect us to believe
you - and not your folks - actually
have the title to that BMW).
Regardless of your purpose (or
even if you are a congenital liar
likethe Beamer owner), Georgia's
liveliest classified ad section is for
you. Students, faculty and staff
can have 25-word action ads
published for nothing. Fill out the
little rectangles at left, and send
your ad to G-A Action Ads, LB
8001, GSU or drop it by the
Williams Center, Room 111. You
MUST include your name and
Landrum Box number to qualify
for a freebie. Remember, keep it
short: students, faculty and staf
will be billed at 10 cents a word for
words in excess of the 25 word
limit.

*

The George-Anne, *
Georgia Southern's
Official Student
Newspaper, is looking #
for people interested #
in writitng, copy
editing, photography,
paste-up, layout and
design.
To fill out an
application, stop by
Room 111 in the
Williams Center.
*
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OCTOBER 5,1992
Deadline for Tuesday's Edition is Thursday, 5:00pm and for Thursday's
Edition is Monday, 5:00pm. Mail your Action Ad to LB#8001 or drop it
off at Williams Center Room 111.
^nThe
i
Non-commercial ads are
v^r (j60r26"Aflfl6
freebies only.
tof«t$i)utatwer$itv

Rip Us Off.

Name:

That's right - you heard right. Rip us off. Get
something for nothing. Say hello to a friend.
Find a roommate. Get a job. Find a home for
a litter of kittens. Buy a wombat. Or sell your
Beamer (right, like you expect us to believe
you-and not your folks-actually have the title
to that BMW). Students, faculty and staff can
have 25-word action ads published for
nothing. Fill out the little rectangles at right,
and send your ad to G-A Action Ads, LB 8001,
GSU or drop it by the Williams Center, Room
111. You MUST include your name and
Landrum Box number to qualify for a
freebie. Remember, keep it short: students,
faculty and staff will be billed at 10 cents a
word for words in excess of the 25 word limit.

LB:

Submit additional copy for ads exceeding 25 words.
Students, faculty & staff will be billed 10 cents a word
for words in excess of the 25 word limit for free ads.

is the LAST day
to register to vote in the 1992
Presidential election.
IMPORTANT!

Statesboro/ Bulloch County
Voter Registration Information
764-6502

J
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SCAD
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3A

told fhetn he had already in^CAD also refused to renew
terviewed him.
the contraGts of 12 faculty
The nation's largest art members, most of whom eicollege has been ih turmoil ther sympathized with the stusince last spring, when ad- dent government leaders or
ministrators resisted an at- tried to establish a faculty
tempt to establish a student senate. Three college trustees
government and "barred stu- were ousted m July when they
dent leaders from registering called for reforms.
for classes.
Meanwhile, the dean of
Graduation ceremonies SCAD's school of building
were canceled after several arts has resigned.
pipe bombs exploded in and
Dean Matthew Lowry said
around the campus. Two stuhe
and administrators have
dents not involved in the govdisagreed
on how to resolve
ernment movement were
the
program's
probationary
charged last month.
status.
The
National
Student leaders have filed
Architectural
Accrediting
suit against the college and its
president, contending they Board placed the program on
were defamed when the col- probation last month after
lege publicly linked them to several members of its faculty
and staff were fired.
the bombings.

immediately," Police Chief
David Gellatly said. "This
incident is unusual in that the
vast majority of such cases at
the college have been reported
immediately."
Police said the woman reported the attack to college'
administrators last Monday.
She told police the school told
her not to report the attack until school officials investigated and decided whether to
discipline the man.
College spokeswoman Beth
Eckard said she had not been
able to contact any administrators involved in the incident, and declined comment.
Police said the head of security at the college gave officers the man's identity and

" Doggone It !
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Astrologer Ruby Wyner-lo has
counselledprominentpoliticians, film
stars and wrestling champions witii
her knowledge of the stars. This, her
weekly astrology column, is for
common riffraff like you.
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LIKED BY MANY, CUSSED BY SOME, READ BY THEM ALL
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37% $avannah Avenue • Statesbora, GA 30458

912-489-5357
Cellular Telephone Systetns Starting at $179.95
'System Installation: $40.00' 8d3hisy.ii Compute Mtfi 2Mb RAM*, kOtilb UhMdMV '
1.44 Mb Floppy Drive, Keyboard, and Monitor
'Priced at $999,903'
Y0386SXL-26 Notebook Computer System with 2
Mb RAM, SO Mb Hard Drive, 1.44 Mb Floppy
Drive, Backlit Supertwist LCD Monitor
• Now Only $1499.95' 'lBMPC-Xt Computer with 640Kb
RAM, 20 Mb Hard Drive 360Kb
Floppy Drive, Keyboard, Monitor
Panasonic KX-P1180I Printer
'$649.95'

SENIORS!!!
(Excluding Education Majors)

PLACEMENT OFFICE
ORIENTATION SCHEDULE
Date

Time

9/21/92

1:00pm - 2:00pm

9/22/92

10:00airi - 11:00am

9/23/92

3:00pm - 4:00pm

9/24/92

5:00pm - 6:00pm

9/28/92

9:00am - 10:00am

9/29/92

5:00pm - 6:00pm

9/30/92

2:00pm - 3:00pm

10/1/92

10:00am - 11:00am

10/6/92

2:00pm - 3:00pm

10/7/92

10:00am - 11:00am

10/8/92

11:00am - 12:00 nodn

10/13/92

3:00pm - 4:00pm

10/14/92

9:00am - 10:00am
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A "Results Oriented Event" to bring GSU Seniors together with
over 40 employers from business, industry and government.
EAGLE EXPO JOB FAIR > ;
October 15 - 9:30am - 2:30pm Union Ballroom

_j wants to do his taxes
but he finds it too difficult to
hold a pencil.
Without your help, he may not
be able to do them.
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WARP YOUR MIND!

in areas that you consider your
territory.
Aquarius: (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) After staring at a video display
terminal for too long, you will
see a ghostly image of Gavin
MacLeod.
Pisces: (Feb. 19-Mar. 20) If your
feet tire, ache, pain, burn, itch
or perspire excessively from
over-exertion, fatigue or stress,
then eat them.
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For this man it's arthritis. For
someone else it might be poor eyesight
or maybe they just can't cope. The fact
is, last year 4 million Americans got the
help they needed from IRS Volunteer
Assistance Programs.
If you have the desire to help and a
basic aptitude for math, you could
become a part of the IRS Volunteer
Assistance Programs. So volunteer and
call 1800 424-1040. Beginning October 1,
...i, please call If"
Volunteer and make someone's
taxes less taxing.

CONTINUATIONS
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•through phases'. * You chmyed your tr\ajor
again? Now J# £/Wcfance km*? Men
are you 90/na fo come to /our fen/e; aM
guetf ft jufi another ptefe,' k JfoW Aer,
V
&/Ve me a break Ma. I mean I kept t/je
fame phone company elf four year/.'..
SKe wa* /mpr^^ed."
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0 matter what phase of college life you're in, AT&T can
help you through it. Just choose AT&T Long Distance.
And you'll become a member of AT&T Student Saver
Plus, a line of products and services designed specifically to meet
your needs while you're in college.
Our Reach Out* Plans can save you money on AT&T Long Distance, no

matter when and where you call. Call Manager* will separate your
AT&T Long Distance calls from those your roommates make. The
AT&T Calling Card lets you call from almost anywhere to anywhere.
Also, when you sign up for AT&T, your first call is free**
And with AT&T, you'll get the most reliable long distance service.
So ask about AT&T Student Saver Plus. You too, will be impressed.

Tb sign up for AI8I Student Saver Plus, call 1800 654-0471 Ext. 848.
:«"=»JS^CL?2=^

AT&T
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